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ABSTRACT

The principal purpose of the monograph is to use general equilibrium

methodology to explain the logical foundations of shadow prices and the

techniques for deriving shadow price expressions. We first discuss the nature

and meaning of shadow prices. Then we build a simple model in which each

traded good is produced with intermediate inputs and a value added aggregate

which are used in fixed proportions and with constant returns to scale, where

the value added aggregate is a variable proportions function of a sector

specific fixed factor and an intersectorally mobile factor of production which

is common to all sectors. Using this model we first derive shadow prices for

labor, traded goods, non-traded goods and foreign exchange assuming full

employment and a flexible real exchange rate, with household welfare being

held constant by adjustments in income taxes. The same basic approach is then

extended to more complex models including models with alternative adjustment

mechanisms. We also discuss how to shadow price factors, goods, policy

parameters and autonomous parameters in terms of other goods whose shadow

prices are known without having to solve a full-fledged general equilibrium

model. This work explains the logical foundations of formulae in Squire and

van der Tak (1975) and Ray (1984) and generalizes their approaches. The first

three appendices comment from a general equilibrium perspective on some of the

shadow price expressions proposed in three books on shadow pricing, while

appendices D and E illustrate the kind of analysis that is needed if the

models are so complex that they require matrix inversion.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1. Overview

The purpose of this monograph is to illustrate by example what general

equilibrium methodology has to tell us about calculating shadow prices for

goods, factors of production, and foreign exchange and to provide a few new

simple formulae which deal explicitly with the interindustry structure of

production, variable world prices and non standard macroeconomic adjustment

mechanisms. It has its genesis in Garry Pursell's (1978) paper which

estimated shadow exchange rates for the Ivory Coast and Tower (1984). In

essence, the monograph uses the approaches discussed in Tower's paper to make

the derivations of the formulas in the Pursell paper more formal and to

generalize them.1

Throughout the paper we keep the economic structure of the models con-

sidered fairly simple, assuming for the most part that each good is produced

with intermediate inputs and a value added aggregate which are used in fixed

lWe developed most of these ideas before realizing that E. Sieper covered much
of the same ground as we cover in our chapters I and II in an important
unpublished paper in 1981. We share the same views as Sieper regarding the
logic of shadow pricing. However, some of Sieper's shadow price expressions
are reduced forms and others which are expressed in structural parameters
require matrix inversion. Our expressions involve structural parameters andare derived under the assumption of specific demand and supply relationships
which were used in order to generate simple expressions for shadow prices.
Also, unlike Sieper, we explicitly incorporate the effective protection
concept in our models.

The Jenkins-Kuo (forthcoming) paper also builds a model which is very
close in spirit to ours, except that it employs the Armington assumption ofimperfect substitution between domestically and foreign produced varieties ofthe same good.
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proportions and with constant returns to scale. Then we permit the value

added aggregate to be a constant returns to scale, variable proportions

function of a fixed factor which is specific to the sector which employs it

and a factor which is mobile between sectors. Thus we can think of the model

as describing a short-run equilibrium where the capital stock is the fixed

factor and labor is the mobile factor: this is the terminology we will use

throughout the paper.

There is, however, an alternative interpretation of the model which makes

it a reasonable description of an economy in long run equilibrium. We can

think of capital services as being like any other intermediate input. The

simplest assumption we could make is that capital is available on the world

capital market at a fixed real interest rate or that the supply of domestic

savings is perfectly elastic, and that there is an international market in

used machinery so that a machine can be easily converted into foreign

exchange. Then we could assume that the fixed factor in each sector is sector

specific managerial or technical skill with less skilled or more-generally

skilled labor being the intersectorally mobile factor of production in limited

aggregate supply. Alternatively, we may interpret the fixed factor as being a

limited quantity of venture capital in each sector created either by a desire

for portfolio diversification or else a moral hazard problem which means that

managers must provide their own risk capital. Thus, we believe that our model

is quite a useful one in that it can be interpreted to fit a wide range of

circumstances.

While we do work entirely with one mobile primary factor the only reason

we do this is to obtain tractable formulae, but if one is willing to settle

for more complex formulae which involve matrix inversion, one can introduce an

unlimited number of mobile factors.
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The result which emerges from all but one of our formulae is that

deviations of our shadow prices from market prices turn out to be weighted

averages of distortions in production and consumption with the weights based

on supply and compensated demand elasticities and other parameters describing

the base equilibrium. The exception is the shadow price of foreign exchange in

utility numeraire which also requires knowledge of marginal propensities to

spend. Moreover, in our simplest models, with no domestic distortions and

fixed world prices, these distortions are simply effective tariffs and nominal

tariffs. Also, reassuringly, the shadow prices of traded goods which have

fixed world prices attached simply turn out to be those fixed world prices.

Much of the paper is quite mathematical. This is inevitable because we

wish to emphasize the logical foundations of the shadow prices we derive, as

well as the techniques used to derive them, as opposed to writing a cook book

for the project evaluator. Still, the paper should have use as a cookbook,

for certain formulae are developed which are unavailable elsewhere and are

quite simple and useful. For a discussion of the mathematical tools used,

which would also serve as an introduction to the ideas developed here, the

reader is referred to chapters II and V of Tower (1984).

A reader's guide is appropriate. In Chapters I and II we use a simple

model, which lends itself to the use of geometric reasoning, to lay out the

main ideas of the paper, namely how to think about shadow prices and how to

derive them in some simple cases. Chapter III discusses the how to shadow

price goods, factors, policy parameters and autonomous non-policy parameters

in terms of the shadow prices of other goods, which are assumed to be known.

It also discusses the logic of various different types of conversion factors

and shows how to use them in shadow pricing one item in terms of other

items. Chapter IV builds a set of tools for the formal derivation of shadow
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prices which we then apply in chapters IV and V and VI to derive shadow prices

under various assumptions. The first three appendices consist of sets of

comments on pieces dealing with problems of shadow pricing which cost some

effort to understand. Finally, Appendices D and E illustrate the kind of

analysis that can be done if one is willing to use models that are

sufficiently complex to require matrix inversion.

Many readers will wish to read through chapter IV and skip lightly over

the rest of the monograph, since chapters V and VI are similar in construction

to IV, except that the assumptions used and formulae derived there are

different. The first three of the appendices will interest only those readers

who are concerned with the literature considered there, and the last two

appendices indicate the sort of methodology that one can use with more complex

models rather than coming up with particular formulae that one would be likely

to want to apply.

We now provide a non-technical summary of the issues involved in shadow

pricing and the results of the monograph. Those readers who are already

familiar with the basic ideas of shadow pricing may wish to skim the rest of

this chapter, and pick up the model in chapter II where it is laid out more

tersely.

2. A Non-technical Introduction to the Issues Involved in Shadow Pricing and

the Results of The Monograph

a. The Model

In order to understand the meaning of the shadow prices we are about to

derive it is convenient to work initially with the very simple model economy

which is illustrated schematically in figure 1. It consists of households
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which supply a fixed quantity of labor for the production of 
traded goods

(widgets), non-traded labor services (massages), and public goods 
supplied by

the government. As we have noted previously, labor is the sole

intersectorally mobile factor of production.

To produce widgets, labor and an imported intermediate input 
(plastic)are

combined with a fixed quantity of sector specific capital. 
This means that

there are diminishing returns to the application of labor and an upward

sloping supply curve in this industry. In this initial and simplest model we

assume that widgets are the country's sole export and that our model country

is so small relative to the world market that it has no perceptible 
influence

on the world price of either widgets or plastic.

The export of widgets is subject to an export subsidy at the rate T

expressed as a fraction of the world price, p*. More precisely, p* is the

border (f.o.b.) price of widgets (expressed in the domestic 
currency at the

market exchange rate). The ex-factory price of widgets sold domestically is

given by p = p* (1 + T ). While in this case the domestic price of widgets

will exceed the border price by the amount of the export subsidy, we could

also conceive of T as an export tax, in which case T would be negative and

the domestic price would be less than the export price. In the initial model

there are no domestic sales or value added taxes, so that p is also the price

paid for widgets by households. In chapter II we introduce a value-added tax

on widgets, but as we shall see the same principles continue to apply to the

derivation of the shadow prices. The assumption that the ex-factory price of

widgets is also the consumer price means that there are no wholesale or retail

margins (which is also implied by our assumption that "massages" is the only

non-traded activity). Furthermore, the production of widgets is assumed to

require no non-traded intermediate inputs, an assumption which (as
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demonstrated in appendices D and E) does not alter any essential principles,

but does simplify the shadow price expressions.

Widget production requires an intermediate input ("plastic") which is

used in fixed technical proportions and which is imported at a given world

(c.i.f.) price. The assumption of fixed technical raw material input-output

coefficients is not needed when relative prices of all primary and

intermediate factors are fixed, but dropping it would complicate things in

models where these relative prices vary. Our rationale for keeping it is the

standard one that substitution between individual material inputs and between

material inputs and components of value added is probably low or in any event

sufficiently low and sufficiently difficult to estimate as to be a minor

source of error relative to others, in empirical applications. In this

initial model plastic is the economy's sole import, so that the balance of

trade in any given period is simply the difference between the border value of

widget exports and plastic imports. In later versions of the model (e.g.,

chapter II), we relax this assumption by allowing for domestic production of

both intermediate inputs such as plastics and importable consumer goods other

than widgets, as well as for the import of consumer goods which are not

produced domestically, and we show that these extensions do not change any of

our essential conclusions about shadow prices and leave us with very similar

expressions for them.

In the production of non-traded services, we initially assume that labor

is the sole input (hence "massages"). This means that the price of these

services is simply the wage rate, given our assumption of a competitive labor

market. Later, in chapter III, we allow for intermediate material inputs used

in the production of non-traded goods and services, and finally for the

existence of sector specific capital, which implies diminishing returns and an
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upward sloping supply curve in the production of non-tradeds. Since this in

turn means that changes in the demand for non-tradeds are accompanied by

changes in their prices we show that the shadow price formulas become

correspondingly more complex.

In our simple model, the government collects taxes which it uses to pay

for the production of various public services, and it holds the country's

foreign exchange reserves. The taxes are income taxes on households plus net

receipts from trade taxes and subsidies, i.e., the difference between receipts

from the import duties on plastic minus the export subsidies on widgets.

Obviously, depending on the relative importance of import tariffs and export

subsidies, trade taxes could represent a net outlay rather than net income for

the government. The government itself is envisaged as an abstract entity

employing labor and other factors to produce an exogenously fixed supply of

various public goods such as defense, health and education services, etc.

Since there is no saving in our model, these services are financed through

taxes rather than borrowing. However, the results in no way depend on the

existence of a minimal Adam Smith style government. There is no reason that

the government should not also own part or even all of the capital in the

sectors producing traded goods, (and in the non-traded sectors once sector-

specific capital is introduced) provided only that the market structures

remain competitive and production and pricing decisions continue to be made in

accordance with profit maximising principles.1 Compared with our simple

model, the only difference would be that government income would include a

profit component while the taxable income of households would be lower to the

'Actually imperfect competition does not destroy the applicability of the

analysis because a monopolist/monopolist can be thought of as a perfect

competitor who attaches implicit taxes to his output and use of inputs with

upward sloping supplies. For more on this see Tower (1984, sec. V.8.a).
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same extent. Operating losses requiring subsidies or operating surpluses by

government enterprises could also be handled by treating them as negative or

positive sales taxes, although only value added taxes, not those particular

taxes, are dealt with in our paper.

As regards households, as noted previously, we assume that the total

quantity of labor supplied is fixed over the relevant range of variation of

prices, real wages and income taxes. This assumption simplifies the analysis

by doing away with the need to treat leisure as a consumption good, the demand

for which would depend on these variables. 1 In particular, changes in income

taxes are assumed to have no effect on the labor supply. Real income or

welfare is assumed not to depend on the distribution of income between

households. Also, households are assumed to be utility maximisers, so that in

equilibrium the marginal utilities of the goods they consume will be

proportional to their prices. Thus, a change in the standard of living (or

national welfare), dy, is defined as the change in the consumption of goods by

households dCi multiplied by their consumer prices p. . That is
cdy = Ep .dC.. In effect we treat all households together as though they are1 1

one single household. While utility maximisation is necessary for legitimate

use of our welfare criterion and hence for the formulae we develop, the simple

aggregation of households is not essential, although information requirements

and the complexity of shadow price expressions would increase if welfare

weights depending on the distribution of real incomes between households were

lAlternatively one may think of "massages" as leisure and pretend that widgets
are the only marketed goods which are consumed.
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introduced.1 The dC1 are assumed to include "private" goods only (which as

noted above could be produced by government owned corporations) as distinct

from the "public' goods and services such as defense, law and order, etc.

which are supplied free of charge by the government. While the latter affect

the absolute level of the standard of living, since the quantity supplied is

constant, they have no effect on changes in the standard of living.

In order to further simplify our model, we assume that there is no

private saving - all disposable household income after the payment of income

taxes is fully spent on traded goods (widgets) or non-traded labor services

(massages). Since there is no change in government expenditure on public

goods, any change in net government income must be accompanied by an equal

increase or decrease in the foreign exchange reserves held by the government

(valuing the change in foreign exchange holdings in "border pesos").
2

We now imagine that the possibility of undertaking a new project

arises. The project could be either undertaken directly by the government, or

could be undertaken privately provided government permission (and perhaps 
a

subsidy) is given. To simplify, we can assume that the project will export a

product not consumed domestically (say a mineral), so that in order to know

whether it is economically worthwhile undertaking, the government will need to

compare the foreign exchange shadow value of the inputs which will be needed

'Alternatively, we can recognize that income distribution is a variable of

concern to the policymaker, but that he or she has already adjusted the income

tax, so that at the margin changes in the income distribution do not matter.

In other words, the policymaker uses the income tax to optimize the income

distribution and project evaluation to maximize efficiency, which as Harberger

(1978a; 1978b) argues is a sensible solution of this assignment problem.

2This result follows from the fact that since the private sector spends all 
of

its disposable income its budget is always in balance. Therefore, the

government's budget deficit must be equal to the foreign sector's budget

surplus, i.e., the rate at which the government loses reserves.



to produce it, with the foreign exchange which would be earned by the

exports. This means that the government will need to know the shadow prices

of labor, traded products (widgets and plastics), and non-traded services and

products (massages) which the project may require. In the following sections

we first discuss the shadow price of labor in some detail, as a way of

illustrating how our model works. We then discuss in turn the shadow pricing

of traded products and non-traded services and products. Next, we discuss the

shadow price of foreign exchange itself in terms of the standard of living or

"utility numeraire." Finally we summarize how the shadow prices would be used

to evaluate the project, and provide a succinct summary of some principal

conclusions of later chapters.

b. The Shadow Price of Labor

A simple story that illustrates the meaning of the shadow price of labor

is the following. Consider an economy with a fixed set of tariffs, export

taxes and subsidies. The government is contemplating a project which requires

one man-day of labor to produce one dollar's worth of foreign exchange, and

wants to know if it should undertake the project. To answer this question we

need to know how many dollars a man-day of labor is worth. To figure that out

we need to know the rate at which the government is able to convert man-days

into dollars by alternative means.

The standard story implicit in most analyses but explicit in few is the

following. The government stands ready to hire labor at the going market

wage. It can induce the private sector to release labor by revaluing the

currency, and holding the money wage constant, which will create some

unemployed labor (which now seeks employment in the public sector) while using

up foreign exchange and raising or lowering the standard of living. Then by
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adjusting the income tax, the government can put the standard of living back

to where it was before. Once this has worked itself out, the ratio of the

change in foreign exchange used to the labor released by the private sector is

noted and defined as the shadow price of labor, for it is the amount of

foreign exchange that the government must pay to the private sector to

compensate it for each unit of labor released. If and only if our project

converts labor into foreign exchange on better terms than this is it a good

thing. Moreover, by definition this will be the case if and only if the

foreign exchange earned exceeds the cost of the labor used when valued at its

shadow price.

This can be spelled out in more detail using our simple widget-massage

model. As the exchange rate is revalued, the widget processing margin is

squeezed and production is cut back, releasing labor. At the same time, since

the domestic consumer price of widgets falls, household demand is diverted

from massages to widgets, thus releasing additional labor from the massage

sector. What is the impact of this on household real income (welfare)? On

the one hand, since the price of widgets has declined while the price of

massages has not changed, real income will have increased. On the other hand,

the reduced return to the specific factor (measured in units of domestic

currency) will have lowered household nominal income even if the government

hires the surplus labor in the project at the same wage.1 In this simple

model, since there is only one traded product which is being exported, there

'Since we are testing whether or not the project ought to be undertaken, the

labor is obviously not yet employed in the project. Indeed, unless the

project is actually undertaken, none of the above actually happens. We are

rather estimating what would happen if the project were to go ahead.
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must be a decrease in real income. 1 The government now cuts income taxes so

as to restore household real income to its previous level, which will increase

spending on widgets and massages. This will result in some increase in

massage production and some re-employment of labor there, while in the widget

sector there will be a further reduction in exports but no change in

production or employment. In the final equilibrium the amount of labor

released from widget production will depend on the elasticity of supply of

widgets, and the amount of labor released from massage production will depend

on how closely widgets substitute for massages in household consumption, i.e.,

on the income-compensated cross elasticity of demand between widgets and

massages. What is the effect of all this on foreign exchange reserves?

First, the reduction in widget production will lead to a decline in net

foreign exchange earnings equal to the difference between the export value of

the reduced production of widgets, minus the c.i.f. value of the reduction in

plastic imports which are used to produce the widgets. Secondly, the switch

of household consumption demand from massages to widgets will lead to a

decline in foreign exchange reserves equal to the export value of the extra

widgets which are now consumed domestically. Again, the importance of these

two effects will depend respectively on the supply elasticity of widgets and

the compensated cross elasticity of demand between widgets and massages. As

pointed out previously, the ratio of the net decline in foreign exchange

reserves to the amount of labor released is defined as the shadow price of

labor, since it shows how much extra foreign exchange is required to maintain

the standard of living while withdrawing a unit of labor from producing traded

and non-traded goods for use in the project.

lIf there is more than one traded product, some of which are being imported
and some exported, real income may increase or decrease.
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In the adjustment process we have just described, the government operates

on the exchange rate and the income tax, while the nominal wage remains

unchanged. We get the same results if the exchange rate is fixed and the

nominal wage is allowed to vary with constancy of the living standard again

maintained by varying the income tax. In this scenario, the government hires

the labor it requires for the project, which has the effect of forcing up the

nominal wage, thus leading to a reduction in widget production (which faces

unchanged widget and plastic prices) and a switch of consumption from massages

(whose price has increased) to widgets. The inital net effect is again to

decrease real household income, so the government decreases income taxes in

order to restore the initial level of household real income. In the final

equilibrium the amount of labor released and the compensating rundown of

foreign exchange reserves will depend as before on the elasticity of the

supply of widgets and the compensated cross elasticity of demand between

massages and widgets.

We again get the same result if we assume that, following the withdrawal

of labor, wage flexibility and the effect of price changes on the real value

of money balances held by households (the real balance effect) are such that

full employment of the remaining labor and balance of payments equilibrium are

automatically maintained at a given exchange rate. In this case, in order to

keep real household income unchanged, the government again releases foreign

exchange, which we can conceive as being done indirectly by reducing income

taxes, thereby inducing increased household expenditure and decreased exports

of widgets.
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c. The Shadow Price of Labor Continued:

A Simple Geometric Illustration

The verbal description for deriving the shadow price of labor is

illustrated for the simplest widget massage model in Figure 2. The two

related diagrams show the demand and supply conditions for widgets, using the

following definitions:

p = domestic currency price of widgets (in pesos)

p* = foreign currency price of widgets (in dollars or border pesos)

v = unit value added in widgets measured in domestic currency (in

pesos)

v* = unit value added in widgets measured in foreign currency (in

dollars or border pesos)

p* PLASTIC = foreign currency price of enough plastic to produce one

widget

a = the proportion by which the domestic currency is appreciated

o = before appreciation

1 = after appreciation

plastic =the intermediate input

n = compensated elasticity of demand

e = elasticity of supply
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The initial equilibrium is shown by the intersection of the dotted lines

and the supply and demand curves in the upper part of the diagram where po is

the initial domestic peso price of a widget, and vo is the initial domestic

peso value-added per widget. Since labor is the sole variable primary factor,

and plastic is used in fixed proportions with widgets, the quantity supplied

is determined by the height of the available processing margin, v°, and the

marginal labor cost per widget (the value-added supply curve S). Note that D

is the income compensated demand curve for widgets, i.e., it represents

household demand for widgets given by varying prices while holding household

real income constant by income tax adjustments.

In order to release labor, we now suppose as before that the government

appreciates the peso by the proportion a , while simultaneously adjusting the

income tax so as to keep real household income unchanged. As a result, the

widget price declines, resulting in a switch of demand from massage to widget

consumption. The resulting increase in widget consumption,

AC , depends on the compensated cross elasticity of demand between widgets and

massages, n , and the proportionate revaluation a , i.e., specifically

AC = nC a . Looking at the bottom part of the diagram, we can see that an

amount of foreign exchange equal to the shaded area on the left is used up,

since p*AC worth of widgets are no longer exported. Note that this foreign

exchange loss can be measured directly in foreign currency, or alternatively

it could be measured in "border pesos," as long as the latter is defined in

terms of the same exchange rate (most conveniently, as in this paper, in terms

of the initial exchange rate). Looking at the top part of the diagram, the

cross-hatched area under the compensated demand curve is the value of the

extra household utility generated by increased consumption of widgets and for

utility to be constant, it must be matched by an equal reduction in
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expenditure on massages. Since massages are provided entirely by labor

services, this area, which for (small a) is approximately equal to p AC

can be used to represent the amount of labor released as a result of the

expenditure switch, where a unit of labor is defined as that 
amount whose wage

is one peso.1

Turning now to the supply reaction, the peso appreciation squeezes the

value-added margin available for transforming the imported 
plastic into

widgets by the same proportion a , from v° to v . As a result production is

cut back by AX which depends on initial widget supply X°, the elasticity of

supply of widgets with respect to the price of value added 
(or the wage rate)

e, and the proportionate appreciation a . The consequent foreign exchange

loss is shown as the shaded area, and is equal to the foreign 
currency (or

border peso) unit value added, v*, multiplied by AX . Corresponding to this,

an amount of labor represented by the cross hatched area under S is released,

which is approximately equal to v0 AX , or the change in value added expressed

in domestic pesos.

Putting the demand and supply reactions together as shown in 
Figure 2

gives an expression which shows the total amount of foreign 
exchange released

from reserves divided by the domestic peso value of the labor released from

producing massages and widgets. Since the denominator represents labor units,

dividing the numerator by the denominator gives the foreign exchange shadow

price of labor.

So far we have not explicitly referred to the effects of the export

subsidy on widgets and the import duty on plastic. From now on, v* and p*

1For example, if the area is equivalent to 1000 pesos, and the hourly wage is

10 pesos, the area would be equivalent to the release of 100 hours of labor.

More generally, in the rest of the paper we simply normalize the wage rate at

unity, so that a unit of labor is defined as that amount which earns 
1 peso in

the initial equilibrium.
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0will be measured in border pesos. First we have p = p* (1+T) , i.e., the

domestic widget price is equal to its border peso price plus the export

subsidy at the rate of T . Secondly:

v° = v* (1 + ERP)

i.e., unit value added in domestic pesos is equal to unit value added in

border pesos multiplied by one plus the effective rate of protection, where

ERP expresses the combined effect of the export subsidy and the import duty on

plastic.

The expressions for p0 and vo can now be substituted in the denominator

of the shadow price expression to give for the shadow price of labor:

SPL np*C + ev*X 
(1)(1T)np*C + (1+ERP)ev*X

where we have dropped the "o" superscripts on C and X. Thus the nominal

protection (T) and the effective protection for widgets (ERP) enter directly

into the expression for the shadow price of labor.

Assume that T = .2 and ERP = .4. Then take the extreme case where

np*C is zero or very small relative to ev*X (for example, widgets are not

consumed locally at all, or are very poor substitutes for massages). Then

SPL = 1/(l+ERP) = 1/(1+.4) = .71 (2)

That is, one domestic peso's worth of labor has a shadow price of .71 border

pesos. Now take the opposite case where ev*X is zero or very small relative

to np*C. Then
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SPL = 1/(1+T) = 1/(1+.2) = .83. (3)

If we take intermediate cases, in which labor is withdrawn from both widgets

and massages, we will need to plug in values for the other terms in the

expression, but if the nominal and effective protection are as 
above, the

shadow price will fall between these two limiting cases. For example, using

T = .2 and ERP = .4 again, and arbitrary values for the other variables as

indicated, we get:

SPL = [(.5)(10)(20)] + [(1)(5)(30)] .76 (4)

(1.2)[(.5)(10)(20)] + (1.4)[(1)(5)(30)]

In this example the greater is the weight of the 
adjustment via widget

production relative to that by widget consumption, 
the lower is the shadow

price (conversion factor) for labor. The 40% effective protection of widget

production being greater than its 20% nominal 
protection means that the

withdrawal of a given amount of labor from widget production involves a

relatively smaller net foreign exchange loss than 
does withdrawal of the same

amount of labor from massage production with the same amount 
of consumption

expenditure shifted into widgets. Hence, if widgets are close substitutes for'

massages in household consumption, so that there is a substantial switch of

consumption from massages to widgets, the foreign exchange loss is larger.

Many discussions describe the shadow price of labor as a weighted average

of the marginal products of labor valued at shadow prices. See, for example,

Little and Mirrlees (1974, pp. 169-176), Mashayekhi (1980, pp. 51-54) and

Powers (1981, pp. 34-35). This would seem to contradict the approach we use

here, but in fact it doesn't. As we show in section III.2, the shadow wage
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rate will be equal to the sum of the increases in net outputs that would

result from the government's release of one unit of labor, with each evaluated

at its shadow price, assuming that the government holds the prices of all

goods fixed by absorbing any excess supplies and satisfying any excess demands

that are thereby created, and that it uses factor specific adjustments in

income taxes and subsidies to keep disposable factor incomes unchanged. To

see that this proposition holds true in our simple model, note that at

constant widget, plastic and massage prices any excess supplies of labor

released by the government will flow into massages, because the derived demand

for labor services in widgets is downward sloping due to the sector-specific

capital employed in widgets, whereas with the massage price held constant by

government policy, the derived demand for labor in massages is perfectly

elastic at the initial wage. This means that the shadow price of labor is the

same as the shadow price of massages, which we know to be true since in

essence they are the same thing.

As we show in section IV.2, there are yet two additional ways to view the

shadow price of labor which are consistent with our modeling here. In that

section, we define reference prices of factors and non-traded goods as their

market prices to suppliers, and reference prices of traded goods as their

marginal rates of transformation into foreign exchange on world markets. Then

we note that the shadow price of a good or a factor is its reference price

plus the weighted sum of changes in factor service flows and the changes in

consumption induced by government release of a unit of the good or factor

service in question, assuming the government holds real income constant by

varying its holdings of foreign exchange. For factor service flows the

weights are the differences between unit value added at reference and market

price, and for consumption expenditure the weights are the differences between
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prices to consumers and reference prices.

Also, in section IV.2, yet another expression for the shadow price 
of

labor views it as the sum of the induced changes in net outputs 
weighted by

reference prices plus the sum of changed consumption weighted by the

differences between consumer prices and reference prices, 
where again these

induced changes follow from release of a unit of the factor services by the

government, and the government is presumed to hold real income constant by

varying income taxes.

d. Shadow Pricing Traded Goods

We now suppose that the project also requires widgets and 
plastics as

inputs. If the project simply buys the widgets, foreign exchange reserves

will decline by the export value of the widgets, while there will be no change

in household real income since there is no change in household 
money income

and no change in the price of widgets or in the price of 
massages. Hence the

shadow price of a widget is simply its border price (in this example

f.o.b.). It is also easy to see that the decline in foreign exchange 
reserves

is equal to the decline in net government income, since there is no change in

government revenue while government expenditure has increased 
by the domestic

price of a widget minus the per-widget export subsidy. Similarly, if the

government buys plastic (say from local importers) foreign exchange reserves

decline by the c.i.f. value of the increased plastic imports, while again

there is no change in household real income. The net reduction in government

income is equal to the domestic price of a unit of plastic minus the extra

import duty collected, i.e., it is the same as the foreign exchange shadow
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price or border price of the plastic.

In the simple widget-massage model, it is assumed that the country is a

price taker in the world markets for widgets and plastics, so that the decline

in foreign exchange reserves when they are used by a project is simply the

quantity used multiplied by the border price. However, if the country is a

sufficiently large exporter or importer of a particular product, it may

sometimes happen that changes in its imports or exports will lead to changes

in the world price. In the case of importables, this means that foreign

exchange reserves will decline by more than the border price multiplied by the

increase in imports, and in the case of exportables it means that foreign

exchange reserves will rise by less than the increase in exports multiplied by

the border price. Hence it might appear that the foreign exchange shadow

price of an importable is equal to its marginal foreign exchange cost to the

economy, which will exceed its border price, while the shadow price of an

exportable might appear to be equal to its marginal foreign exchange revenue

to the economy, which will be less than its border price. However, this is

not correct since the variability of border prices means that prices of these

goods to households will also vary. As discussed in Chapter IV, this

complicates the expressions for estimating the shadow prices of these traded

goods as well as the shadow prices of labor and non-traded goods.

e. Shadow Pricing Non-Traded Goods and Services

In our simplest widget-massage model, since a unit of the non-traded

service "massages" is identical with a unit of labor, it is evident that the

shadow price of massages must be the same as the shadow price of labor which

we have already discussed at some length. The shadow pricing of a non-traded
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good or service becomes more complex, however, when we go beyond this very

simple model. Suppose that, like widgets, massages are produced with a

sector-specific factor (say capital) and variable labor, so that the massage

supply curve is upward sloping. Suppose also that the project will need to

buy a certain quantity of massages. Since all labor is already fully employed

the extra massages must come from increased production of massages using labor

diverted from widget production, plus reduced household consumption of

massages. If wages are flexible and the exchange rate is not varied, this

would be brought about by the increased demand for massages leading to an

increase in money wages and an increase in the market price of massages.

Suppose that the initial net effect would be to increase real household

income, and that the government increases income taxes so as to leave real

income unchanged. In the new equilibrium the massages required by the project

would come in part from increased production and in part from reduced

consumption by households resulting from the increase in the price of massages

relative to the widget price, which is fixed at its border price plus the

export subsidy, and is therefore unchanged. The corresponding run-down of

foreign exchange reserves consists, firstly, of the net foreign exchange cost

of reduced widget production which results from increased money wages,

combined with an unchanged domestic-peso processing margin in widget

production. This cutback of widget production (and exports) releases the

labor required for the increased production of massages, of which the marginal

foreign exchange cost is simply the amount of labor transferred times its

foreign exchange opportunity cost in producing widgets. The second component

of the run-down in foreign exchange reserves results from the switch of

household consumption from massages to widgets. Its relative importance will

depend (as in our discussion of the shadow price of labor) on the compensated
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cross elasticity of demand between massages and widgets (1n) , supply

elasticities of the two goods and on the nominal export subsidy rate on

widgets (T)

The story told above assumes that the exchange rate is not varied so that

labor market balance and unchanged living standards result from flexible wages

combined with income tax adjustments. At the other extreme the government

might appreciate the peso in such a way as to maintain supply and demand

balance in the labor market without any change in money wages, while once

again adjusting the income tax to maintain the real standard of living. Since

in this story relative prices change in the same way as previously (in both

cases we have a real currency appreciation) it is not surprising that the

foreign exchange run-down associated witlh the purchase of the non-traded

services for the project is identical, i.e., we get an identical expression

for the shadow price of massages.

f. Shadow Pricing Foreign Exchange in Utility Numeraire

Now let's ask about a different kind of project. This one involves

spending a dollar of foreign exchange to create one peso's worth of increased

standard of living, i.e. producer's and consumer's surplus, real income, or

utility measured as E pidCi where Pi is the price of the ith good to
i

consumers and Ci is consumption of it. This is a good thing only if this

project does a better job than the standard macropolicy of converting foreign

exchange to utility. How do we define that standard? We appreciate the

currency, cut taxes by enough to keep the economy at full employment, note the

ratio of the change in utility generated to the foreign exchange used and call

it the shadow price of foreign exchange in utility numeraire, or, for short,
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the shadow price of foreign exchange. If this is less than the corresponding

ratio for the project, we undertake the project. The reciprocal of this

shadow price is the foreign exchange required to increase utility by 
one unit

and is defined as the conversion factor for real income.

Once again it is useful to spell this out by going back to our simple

widget-massage model. Let us suppose that the government wishes to increase

real household income by one peso. As long as there are no price changes, it

can do this by reducing income taxes by one peso. Suppose that this is the

case because households would spend the extra peso entirely on traded goods.

In our simple model, this means that the peso would be spent on widgets, and

would lead to a reduction of widget exports (expressed in border pesos) 
of

1/(1+T). This would then be the conversion factor for real income (c y), since

it shows the amount of foreign exchange required to increase real income by

one peso. Its reciprocal, 1 + T , is the shadow price of foreign exchange

(SPFX) since it shows the change in real household income which would result

from the release of one border peso from foreign exchange reserves.

More generally, if all incremental household disposable income were 
spent

on traded goods, the conversion factor for real income would be

mi
cy = E 

(5)
Y I + Ti

where the mi are the marginal propensities to spend on traded goods, and

Em. = 1. Once again, SPFX would equal the reciprocal of this expression.

In practice, however, a good part of incremental disposable household

income will be spent on non-traded goods and services, as well as on 
traded

goods. In this case (as we show in Chapter II), in order to calculate the

amount of foreign exchange used, we can multiply the marginal propensity 
to
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spend on each non-traded good by its foreign exchange shadow price. In the

simple widget-massage model, this would give

m
c = w + m2.SPL (6)y T

where mw and m are the marginal propensities to spend on widgets and labor

services, m + m, = 1 and SPL is the shadow price or conversion factor forw

labor (identical in this case to the shadow price of massages) as discussed

previously.

Going back to our discussion of the shadow price of labor and non-traded

goods, it is obvious that as soon as we allow for incremental expenditure on

non-traded goods, the expression for cy and its reciprocal SPFX will become

much more complex, simply because the expressions for the shadow prices of

non-traded goods are more complex than those for traded goods. This is

because additional expenditure on non-tradeds has to be met by increased

production. In the widget-massage model, this means that labor has to be

withdrawn from widget production, which is brought about by an appreciation in

the exchange rate, so that the foreign exchange used depends in part on the

production adjustment in the widget industry and so on the supply elasticity

in the widget industry and its effective protection. Because of the reduction

in the relative price of widgets, additional foreign exchange is also used up

by substitution of widgets for massages in household expenditure.

This subject is discussed in more detail in later chapters but it is

worth making a few general points in advance.

First, given that in any real economy the marginal propensity to spend on

non-tradeds will not be zero, the eventual increase in foreign exchange spent

to increase real income by one peso will be higher than the sum of the shadow
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prices (conversion factors) for traded goods weighted by their mi since there

will be a substitution of tradeds for non-traded goods in household

expenditure due to the higher prices of non-traded goods resulting from

increased demand combined with upward sloping supply and also due to the fact

that labor will be released from the traded sectors.

Secondly, while expressions for cy or SPFX involving only traded goods

can be derived, the elasticities in these expressions must be understood as

general equilibrium elasticities, i.e., they express the changes in the demand

and supply of traded goods after all the general equilibrium effects have

worked themselves out.

Thirdly, given that cy and SPFX depend on marginal propensities to spend,

it is obvious that they will vary according to which group of consumers

benefit from the increase in real income (tax cut) as soon as we no longer

treat all households together as though they are a single household.

Finally, cy and SPFX will also be different if adjustment mechanisms

other than real currency appreciation are used to release resources from the

traded sectors.

g. Putting It All Together

The typical project will involve using labor, foreign exchange, and some

goods to produce other goods, a change in utility, and a change in foreign

exchange. Weighting the net increases in supplies of the various goods by

their shadow prices, subtracting the quantity of labor used weighted by its

shadow price and then adding the change in utility multiplied by the real

income conversion factor gives the gross benefits, measured in foreign

exchange, of the project. Subtracting the foreign exchange used up gives the
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net benefit measured in foreign exchange. To calculate the net benefit of the

project in real income (or utility) numeraire, the net benefit measured in

foreign exchange is multiplied by the shadow price of foreign exchange. The

project is desirable if and only if the net benefit calculated with either

numeraire is positive.

h. Summary of the Monograph's Major Results

In the paper, we show what kinds of assumptions are needed to make the

calculations of such shadow prices tractable and we calculate various shadow

price formulae. Some specific results are the following.

As we know from Blitzer, Dasgupta and Stiglitz (1981) and Bell and

Devarajan (1983) shadow prices depend on the adjustment mechanisms assumed.

If the adjustment mechanism is a tariff change rather than an exchange-rate

change and/or an excise tax change rather than an income tax change, the

shadow prices are different. We present examples where the adjustment

mechanism is an income tax change combined with a change in certain tariffs

and/or effective rates of protection.

It is easiest to calculate shadow prices using the specific factor model

with one mobile factor of production and assuming that certain compensated

cross price demand elasticities are zero. We present several different sets

of assumptions that work to make life easy for us. The precise assumptions in

each chapter's model are laid out in their introductions, so we will not

repeat them here.

When world prices are fixed and there are no nontradeable goods except

for labor services, our shadow price formulae involve effective rates of

protection (ERPs) and nominal tariffs.
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When world prices are variable or there are non-traded goods we use

concepts that are closely related to ERPs and nominal tariffs, but differ

slightly. Our nominal tariffs are replaced by differences between consumer

prices and reference prices. For traded goods reference prices are marginal

rates of transformation into foreign exchange. This then is a marginal

revenue concept for exports and marginal expenditure concept for imports,

rather than price, and for non-traded goods, these reference prices are prices

received by producers. Finally, we replace the traditional ERP by a new

concept that is calculated as the old concept would be except that the

reference prices in the new concept replace world prices in the old. Thus the

ith ERP in the new concept shows the proportion by which value added at prices

paid and received by a producer of the ith good exceeds the value added

measured at reference prices.

Finally, we develop some simple formulae which enable us to derive shadow

prices of some items in terms of other items, be they goods, factors or

parameters. This may obviate the need to solve a full-fledged general

equilibrium system, when it is desired to calculate a few more shadow prices

in a system where a number of shadow prices are already known.
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Chapter II

A GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO SHADOW PRICING LABOR IN TERMS

OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE AND DERIVING THE SHADOW PRICE

OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE IN UTILITY NUMERAIRE

1. Introduction

In this chapter we first use the simple model which was introduced in

chapter I. Then we generalize the model to consider many traded goods. In

the first model the economy produces only two goods: non-traded labor

services (massages) and a traded manufactured good, widgets. Widgets are

produced using a value added aggregate and a bundle of imported intermediate

inputs in fixed proportions, where the value added aggregate is produced by

combining sector specific capital with labor, while massages are produced

using labor alone. Alternatively, we may rationalize the sector specific

factor as sector specific managerial skill or venture capital and treat the

capital stock as an intermediate input. Both widgets and massages are

consumed at home, so that labor in our model represents both the sole

intersectorally mobile factor of production and the sole non-traded good.

Finally, some widgets must be exported to pay for the imported intermediate

goods used in their production.

Using this model we show how to shadow price labor, first assuming that

exchange-rate or relative price adjustment is the mechanism by which foreign

exchange is allocated, then assuming that wages are inflexible and that taxes

or subsidies on trade or production are the mechanisms used. Then we discuss

how to use these results to obtain the shadow price of foreign exchange in
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utility numeraire.

In the process, we show how to use effective rates of protection in

calculating these shadow prices', provide a proof of a proposition of Scott

(1974) and resolve the meaning of a formula designed by Balassa (1974) to

describe the shadow price of foreign exchange and the conversion factor for

primary factors of production.

2. On Targets, Instruments and Tradeoffs: The Logical Structure of The Model

It is important for understanding the meaning of the shadow prices we are

about to derive to understand the model of economic policy which underlies

their derivation. Throughout the paper we will pretend that all private final

demand is consumption and assume away private international capital flows.

Conceptually, it is possible to pretend that we have a Keynesian model with a

rigid money wage and two instruments of economic policy: an exchange rate

that the government can influence by official intervention, and income tax

rates which the government can also vary. The government has three potential

targets. The first is real income, y, defined by dy = E pidCi where Ci is

consumption of the ith good, Pi is its price to consumers and the i in this

instance runs over all goods including labor services, so dy is the change in

aggregate consumption at consumer prices. The other two potential targets are

the balance of payments, -F, (where -F is official savings of foreign

exchange) and full employment. The two instruments can be set to achieve

target values for any two of the three targets. We define the shadow price of

lIn this regard, the paper extends Bertrand (1974) and Pursell (1978).
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foreign exchange in utility numeraire (which we will calculate shortly) as the

amount of increased y that the government can get for each unit of F, foreign

exchange sacrificed, while keeping the economy at full employment, through the

appropriate behind the scenes use of the two instruments. Similarly, the

shadow price of labor shows how much the payments balance would have to

deteriorate every time one worker leaves employment in the private sector if

both the remaining workers are to remain fully employed and real income is to

be held constant by appropriate changes in the levels of these two

instruments. Such a shadow price is sometimes referred to as a shadow price

in foreign exchange numeraire or as a Little-Mirrlees shadow price.

Alternatively, one may take a less policy activist view of the adjustment

process. Let's pretend that fully flexible wages and the real balance effect

keep the economy's labor force fully employed and the balance of payments in

equilibrium. Here we have substituted effective market mechanisms for policy

activism. In this case, the shadow price of foreign exchange would show the

increased real income that would result from the government either giving one

unit of foreign exchange to the private sector or trading one unit of foreign

exchange to the private sector in return for one unit of domestic currency,

where this increased real income is what results after the real balance effect

and the wage flexibility have restored equilibrium in both the labor and

foreign exchange markets. Similarly, the shadow price of labor shows how much

foreign exchange the government would have to release from reserves each

period if it were to withdraw one unit of labor from the private sector and

wished to leave real income unchanged, after the adjustment mechanisms worked

themselves out.1 Finally, to find the effect on real income of releasing one

unit of labor previously employed by the government to the private sector,

1Sieper (1981) views the shadow prices of non-traded goods in the same way.
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assuming that the government leaves its foreign exchange reserves unchanged

one would just multiply the shadow price of labor (A in foreign exchange

saved/A in labor supplied) by the shadow price of foreign exchange, [Ay/A in

foreign exchange spent] to get Ay/[A in labor supplied], the shadow price of

labor in utility numeraire, i.e. in domestic real income numeraire.

3. Shadow Pricing Labor

Labor can be consumed directly as massages or else used in combination

with a fixed factor and an intermediate input to produce widgets. Widgets and

their intermediate inputs are traded internationally at a fixed world price

and the representative domestic consumer consumes both labor services and

widgets with the ratio depending on the price of widgets relative to labor

services. There are no distortions associated with the production or

consumption of massages, but there is an export subsidy on widgets.

Figures 3a-d describe what happens when a compensated appreciation of the

country's currency (the peso) occurs.
1 Figure 3a shows the production

possibility frontier (PPF) for widgets and labor services consumed by the

private sector under the assumption that the labor absorbed by the government

is fixed. Production is initially at xo. Also in (3a) the economy is shown

to be consuming initially at co on indifference curve I. co and xo have the

same height indicating that all massages are consumed by the private sector,

but co lies to the left of xo indicating that some widgets are produced for

export and that some are sold to the government for use in projects.

In figure 3b the ray OC shows the cost in foreign exchange (dollars) of

varying levels of widget consumption. Its slope, p*, represents the world
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price of widgets. The ray OX shows value added in widget production measured

at world prices. I.e., it shows the dollar value of widgets produced minus

the dollar value of plastic used up in their production. Consequently its

slope is given by p* - as* = v* where a is the number of units of plastic

used up in the production of a widget, r* is the dollar price of plastic

and v* is unit value added at world prices. Given consumption at C0 and

production at X°, the economy is initially producing FX° dollars worth of

widgets net of plastic inputs and consuming FC° dollars worth of widgets,

which leaves F° = FX° - FC° dollars for the government to spend on projects or

for it to add to its foreign currency reserves each period.

We define one unit of labor services as that which trades for one peso.

This means that we can plot the slope of I (with positive sign) in 3c, which

then represents the compensated demand curve for widgets, with pesos/widget or

labor/widget on the vertical axis. This also means that we can plot the slope

of the PPF (again with positive sign) in 3c which then represents the supply

of value added in widget production with unit value added measured in pesos on

the vertical axis. The economy is shown to be initially consuming Co widgets

with a peso price of widgets of p0 and producing X° widgets with unit value

added measured in pesos of v°.
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In figure 3d the slopes of OC and OX from figure 3b are plotted. We can

use that figure to see that initially Ov*v*'X° dollars are being earned in the

process of adding value in widgets while Op*p*'C° dollars worth of widgets are

being consumed.

Now let us consider what happens when the peso is appreciated by a

(small) proportion a and tax policy keeps consumers on the same indifference

1 0curve. The peso price of widgets falls to p = p (1-a) . This raises

widget consumption to Cl and cuts the consumption of labor services by ALC

in 3a, which is equal to the striped area under D in 3c. However, the

increased widget consumption bears a foreign exchange cost equal to AFC in

3b which is equal to the shaded area between C' and Co in 3d. Denoting the

elasticity of the compensated demand curve for widgets as n (defined to be

positive) the increased consumption of widgets is given by AC = nC0 a . This

means that to the first approximation p 0 nC a units of labor have been

released from the production of labor services while p*nC a dollars more as

being spent on the consumption of widgets.

The appreciation of the peso causes unit value added in pesos to fall

from vo to v v (1-a) in 3c. This means that widget production will fall

from X° to X where we can write AX = X° - X = eX a where e is the

elasticity of supply of widgets with respect to the price of value added, i.e.

unit value added.1 This results in a release of labor from widget production

1It makes intuitive sense that this elasticity should be identical to the
elasticity of output with respect to the wage rate, since labor is the onlynon-fixed factor used in the production of value added. This is demonstrated
in Tower (1984, section V.9a). Also, just following equation (6') of Tower(1984, section II.2) it is demonstrated that this elasticity is given by e =atL/Ok where a is the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor

and GL/GK is the share of labor relative to that of capital in the production

of value added. Over a fairly short time horizon values of a = 1/3 and O/ tof 3/1 might be reasonable giving a value of 1 for e.
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equal to ALX in 3a, which is equal to the striped area under S in 3c, and is

given to a first approximation by v 0eX 0a . The foreign exchange cost of the

labor released is given by AFX in 3b, which is equal to the shaded area

between Xi and X° in 3d, v*eX°a .

The ratio of increased foreign exchange expenditure to labor released is

given by

AF AFC + AFX = p*AC + v*AX = p*nc a + v*eX a P*nC0 + v*eX0

AL ALC + ALX pAC + vAX o o o
pnC a + veX a pnC + veX

where SPL is the shadow price of labor and c is the conversion factor for

labor. The conversion factor for a good or factor is the cost in foreign

exchange of an amount of a good or factor valued at one unit of domestic

currency, and the shadow price of a good or factor is the cost in foreign

exchange of one unit of the good or factor. Since the wage is normalized at

unity, ct is both the conversion factor for labor and its shadow price.

If we define one unit of foreign exchange as the amount of foreign

currency which initially sells for one peso, which is referred to in the

0
literature as a "border peso," then we can write p = (1+T)P* where T is the

export subsidy on widgets expressed as a fraction of the world price.

Moreover, using this definition we can write v = (1 + ERP)v* where ERP is the

effective rate of protection, which is defined as the proportion by which v

exceeds v*. Combining these last three relationships gives

Foreign Exchange Saved np*C0 + ev*0X. (1)

Value of Labor Used (1+T)InP*Co+ (1+ERP)ev*OXO

Now let us introduce two complications. First, let's suppose there is a

value added tax at a rate VAT in widgets.1 In this case the wage bill paid
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out to incremental primary factors of production (in this case labor), from

the employer's perspective is still the striped area in 3c but only a fraction

(1-VAT) of that is actually received by workers. Secondly, let's now assume

that widget labor is paid a premium of b over the wage elsewhere, so the

opportunity cost of the labor absorbed by widgets is only a fraction 1/(l+b)

of the wages received by incremental workers in widgets. Combining these

three terms we see that the value of labor (measured at wages in the services

sector) absorbed into widgets is

= (l-VAT)ev X0 aALX (1+b)

Thus we can rewrite c as

c Q =np °0C°+ev °X° (2
( 1+T)np*°c°+ (l+z )ev(*2X

where

z = (1+ERP)(1-VAT)/(l+b) - 1

and z can be thought of as the implicit rate of value-added subsidy in widget

production. Dropping the zero superscripts

* *

= 1- TnE + zeV
(1+T)TrC* + (1+z)eV*

lWe assume that the value added tax is on widget production only and not on
massages.
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where V = v*X is total value added in widget production, valued at world

prices and C = p C is consumption of widgets valued at world prices. Thus we

see that the market overvalues labor to the extent that T and ERP are

positive, and undervalues labor to the extent that b and VAT are positive.

Why is this so? When the government withdraws labor for a project,

internal balance dictates appreciation of the currency in order to release the

requisite labor from the two sectors. This appreciation will expand

consumption of the artificially expensive widgets and reduce production of the

implicitly subsidized widgets, where the implicit degree of subsidization

depends positively on ERP and negatively on both b and VAT. Assuming both

T and z are positive, both the expanded widget consumption and contracted

widget production are welfare increasing, and are reflected in the conversion

factor for labor being less than unity, i.e., in the shadow price of labor

being less than its market price.

4. Many Commodities, Some of Which are Imported and Some of Which are

Exported

We have pretended that the domestic economy produces and consumes only

two goods. However, we can imagine that the economy produces many goods. If

each is traded at fixed world prices and uses intermediate inputs which are

also traded at fixed world prices along with labor plus a fixed sector-

specific capital stock, and if domestic consumption of each good depends

solely on its price relative to that of labor services, (3) becomes
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C =1 ~ [T T.c~ + z e V]

i [(+T i)niC + (i+zi)e i1 V]

where = (1+ERPi)(1-VATi)/(l+bi) - 1

and the i subscript refers to the ith good so that VATi is the value added tax

on the ith good etc. Finally, to account for imports as well as exports we

need only redefine Tias the proportion by which the domestic price of i

exceeds the world price, i.e. the ad valorem import tariff or export subsidy

expressed as a proportion of the world price.

5. Non-Standard Adjustment Mechanisms

Suppose that exchange rate change and wage flexibility are ruled out as

adjustment mechanisms because of a commitment to a fixed exchange rate com-

bined with inflexibility of nominal wages. Furthermore, let us suppose that

the adjustment mechanism used is a proportional change in the force of each

import tariff, export subsidy or implicit value added subsidy (z) given by

dT 1i/ + Ti) i

and

dzi/(1 + zi) Yi

In this case it is easy to show that due to the adjustment on the demand side

the increase in labor demanded in the labor services sector is given by
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) p n C1 a while the foreign exchange saved is y p*AC P*nC=On the

p i i i iYi

supply side these two figures are )eiviXiyi and Ye,v*XiYi so our new
i i

expression for the shadow price of labor becomes

IT [n C + z e V Yi]

Q [(-+T dnici i + (1+zi )eiViyi (

Note, that in certain cases this will generate very simple formulae. For

example if the authorities alter only the consumption tax on the nth good,

since Tn is defined as (p /Pn) - 1, production of all goods will be unchanged

as will consumption of all goods but the nth. This yields a 0 but all

other as and Bs will be zero. Thus we have

Tn 1
C 1 (1+T ) T (6)

n n

Similarly if only the effective rate of protection of the nth good is

changed due to a judicious juggling of tariffs on inputs

zn
C=1- z 1+ z (7)

n n

6. Proving that the Conversion Factor For Converting Domestic Real Income

into Foreign Exchange is The Sum of The Shadow Prices of Goods Each

Weighted By the Marginal Propensity To Consume It

Scott (1974) notes that the conversion factor for converting domestic

real income into foreign exchange is the sum of the shadow prices of goods
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each weighted by the marginal propensity to consume it, although he does not

prove that this is the case. However, it is quite easy to see that the propo-

sition must hold. Suppose that the government endows our representative

consumer with a basket of goods, with the quantity of each good in the basket,

Qi' given by the marginal propensity to consume it at constant prices:

Q= m* = m1/pi where m* is the marginal propensity to consume good i out of

real income, mi is the marginal propensity to spend on good i out of real

income, y, and pi is the price of good i to our representative consumer.

Since Y mi = 1, dy =IpPQ = Emi = 1, which is to say, the initial effect

is to change his real income by unity, and since he has been endowed with

extra goods in the proportions in which he naturally spends increments to his

income at constant prices, no excess demands or supplies will develop.

Therefore, the ultimate effect is no different from the initial effect. Now

suppose that instead of endowing the individual with this basket, the

government endows the economy with an additional amount of foreign exchange,

F, which is equal to the shadow price of the basket: F = E SP m*, where SP
i I

is the shadow price of the ith good. By the definition of shadow price, this

quantity of foreign exchange must generate the same real income as the basket

itself. Let us define the conversion factor for real income, cy5 as the extra

amount of foreign exchange needed to increase real income by one unit. This

gives us

dy = 1 = F/cy SP m*/c or c iSP M*.
yi i y y

Thus we see that the conversion factor is the sum of the shadow prices of the

goods weighted by the marginal propensities to spend as Scott (1974)

indicates.
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7. Calculating the Shadow Price of Foreign Exchange

From the above argument we can rewrite the conversion factor for real

income, c , as

CY SPi (mi/pi) X mi(SPi/pi) = E mici (8)
i

where SPi is the shadow price of good i, ci is its conversion factor and mi is

the marginal propensity to spend on the ith good with E mi = 1. Also cy is

the foreign exchange used, F, to increase real income, y, by one unit, so

F = cydy. (9)

Now, we define the shadow price of foreign exchange in utility numeraire,

SPFX, as the amount of real income which would have to be sacrificed in order

to earn one unit of foreign exchange. This means that

SPFX = dy/F = 1/cy = 1/ mici. (10)
i

In our models, as for Little and Mirrlees (1974), the conversion factor

for each of the traded goods is simply the ratio of border price to consumer

price or 1/(l+T i), while the conversion factor for our non-traded good and

mobile factor labor is c from (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) or (7). This means

that we can write the shadow price of foreign exchange as

SPFX = 1/[~ mi/(l+Ti) + m ZcZ] (11)
i
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where m is the marginal propensity to spend on labor services and i is an

index that runs over traded goods only. Note that in the special case where

all mi = O so mt = 1, the shadow price of foreign exchange is given by the

reciprocal of the conversion factor for labor.

This relationship between the shadow price of foreign exchange and the

shadow prices of goods is quite a useful one. For one thing, it emphasizes

that the shadow price of foreign exchange will depend on the structure of

marginal propensities to consume by those who are directly affected by the tax

or subsidy which converts real income into foreign exchange, and the shadow

price of foreign exchange will alter when the government switches from a

system of direct taxes which affects one group of consumers to an alternative

which primarily effects other consumers with different marginal propensities

to consume. Moreover, the analysis clarifies a point made by Balassa (1974,

pp. 161-162) who writes:

The shadow exchange rate will also have to be used to value

commodities whose prices and domestic consumption are affected by the

implementation of the project. This will be the case if the project

produces or uses nontraded goods supplied at nonconstant costs, com-

modities subject to quotas or prohibitive tariffs, or export products

facing less than infinitely elastic world demand. In such instances,

consumer-producer surplus analysis needs to be made in domestic values

and the shadow exchange rate used to convert domestic values into

world market prices or vice versa.

In cases when not all products are fully traded, estimating the social

opportunity cost of primary factors, as well as valuing commodities
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whose prices and domestic consumption are affected by the project will

require using the shadow exchange rate as conversion factor.

Thus Balassa seems to be arguing that the shadow exchange rate should be

used to convert both domestic real income (producer and consumer surplus) into

foreign exchange and to shadow price domestic non-traded goods and factors of

production, where foreign exchange is the numeraire.

However, as we have seen this is valid only when the marginal propensity

to spend on our non-traded good is unity and the corresponding marginal

propensity for all other goods is zero. That this must be true in this case

is obvious, because in this case increasing the private sector's real income

by one unit of domestic currency will result in withdrawal of labor services

worth precisely that amount from other uses,l and the cost of this in foreign

exchange is precisely the conversion factor for labor.

lIncidentally, it should be noted that the formula we present in (2) is
identical to the reciprocal of Balassa's (1974) formula for the shadow price
of foreign exchange when there are no intermediate inputs, no distortions
except taxes and subsidies on trade, and summation signs are used to indicate
many goods.
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8. Integrating Our Results With Those of Bacha-Taylor (1971)

Bacha-Taylor (1971, p. 206) present a formula for the shadow price of

foreign exchange in utility numeraire that seems at first glance to conflict

with ours. They write (p. 204) what they call the Harberger-Schydlowsky-

Fontaine (HSF) formula for the shadow price of foreign exchange as

( l+T )p*idM

HSF =(12)

1 p*idMi()1 i

where Ti is the ad valorem import tariff or export subsidy on good i and dMi

is the change in net imports. This follows from the facts that with fixed

world prices and no domestic distortions, foreign exchange used can be written

as

F = E p*dM (13)~i I

and

dy = E p*(1+Ti)dMi (14)

so that

P*i(l+T )dMi

HSF = dy = I (15)1 F E p*dM

On p. 206 this formula is rewritten as

7y (i+ti)ljini
HSF 2 (16)

lWe have modified their expression to streamline it and have used our own
notation.
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where ni is the domestic elasticity of excess demand for the ith traded good

with respect to the exchange rate and pi is the share of net imports of sector

i in total imports.1 Note that (16) follows from (15) so long as v. is

defined as p*/Mi/ I pMi I and n ir.
i

Equation (16) involves only elasticities whereas our equation (11)

involves marginal propensities to spend. Doesn't this mean that one of these

equations is wrong?

The answer is no. It is only necessary to remember that the Bacha-Taylor

n1 is not a compensated price elasticity of excess demand. Rather it is a

general equilibrium elasticity of excess demand with respect to the exchange

rate. Moreover to solve for this elasticity one must postulate an adjustment

mechanism which keeps the demand for labor just equal to its exogenously given

supply. Finally, any adjustment mechanism may be postulated. For example

each 1% fall in the price of domestic currency might be accompanied by

increases in certain export taxes to mitigate the resulting inflation. The

only problem is that the numerical value of the elasticity will depend on the

adjustment mechanism assumed. Thus the Bacha-Taylor n's when correctly calcu-

lated will incorporate our m's, and if tariffs and effective tariffs are also

changing they will incorporate our 8's and y's as well.

One may rightly ask how useful this Bacha-Taylor formula is since it

presupposes having built and differentiated a general equilibrium model.

Still, there is one special case where the Bacha-Taylor n turns out to be

simply the price elasticity of compensated excess demand. That is in the

lBoth Bacha-Taylor and Balassa (1974) work with imports and exports
separately, but for convenience we have lumped them together and therefore
need only deal with the concept of net imports.
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model we built first in this chapter, where intermediate inputs and all

distortions except for taxes and subsidies on trade are assumed away when we

also assume that the marginal propensity to spend on labor services is unity

and the marginal propensity to spend on all other goods is zero.1

'The same point applies to Balassa's (1974) formula for the shadow price of
foreign exchange. He does not tell us precisely how his demand elasticity nmis defined. If it is a compensated demand elasticity his formula always
shadow prices labor correctly and when m£ = 1 and mi = 0 it correctly shadow

prices utility. However, if we interpret nm as a general equilibrium
elasticity of demand holding labor use constant but allowing real income, y,to vary his same formula but with a different meaning attached to nm also

correctly shadow prices foreign exchange in utility numeraire as well.
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Chapter III

HOW TO USE SOME SHADOW PRICES TO FIND OTHERS:

Tricks for Lazy People Who Don't Like

Solving General Equilibrium Systems

1. Introduction

In this chapter, we first show in what sense it is true that the shadow

price of a factor of production can be expressed as the sum of its marginal

net products with each evaluated at its shadow price. Next we show how a

nontraded good or a good whose world price is variable can be shadow priced in

terms of the shadow prices of other goods.

Then, we show that policy parameters, e.g. taxes, subsidies, tariffs and

quotas as well as exogenous parameters like foreign prices and technological

changes can also be shadow priced in terms of goods in a very similar way.

Our treatment consists of a discussion of the essential logic underlying the

solution of these problems, followed by analysis of some special cases which

express our solutions in terms of conversion factors of various sorts.

Finally, we show how recognizing the heterogeneity of individual consuming

units complicates the problem of shadow pricing one item in terms of others,

but still leaves it tractable.

2. Shadow Pricing a Factor of Production as the Sum of Its Marginal Net

Products with Each Valued at Its Shadow Price

A number bf authors have argued that the shadow price of a factor of
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production can be expressed as the sum of its marginal net products, with each

weighted by its shadow price. For example Little-Mirrlees (1974, p. 169-174)

note that the shadow wage rate is equal to the sum of the marginal products of

labor in the activities from which it is withdrawn each valued at its shadow

price if we assume that no additional consumption is generated by the new

employment. Let us now make this notion more precise, prove that it holds

and tie it in with the concept of the effective rate of protection.

First consider a country where there are N factors of production which

produce N goods, all of which are traded at fixed world prices and have fixed

tariffs attached but no quantitative restrictions, so that domestic prices are

fixed. This means that both output levels and input prices will be

determinate. When the government releases one unit of a factor of production

into the economy some outputs will rise and some may fall, as in Srinivason-

Bhagwati (1978) and Srinivason (1982), but no prices of either outputs or

factors of production will alter. Hence factor wages and goods prices will

all remain unchanged, so that (assuming the government was initially paying a

competitive wage to the factor of production it released) private sector real

income and consumption of every good will also be unchanged. The only effect

will be that net exports of each good will rise by the incremental net output

of each good, earning for the government an amount of foreign exchange equal

to the sum of the net increases in output of the various goods valued at their

world prices, i.e., their Little-Mirrlees shadow prices. Since the Little-

Mirrlees shadow price of an item is defined as the amount of foreign exchange

which the government can extract upon releasing one unit of the item into the

private sector without altering private sector real income we have

demonstrated a special case of the proposition cited above.

Now consider a slightly more complex model. There are still N primary
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factors and N goods, but some or all of them are non-traded. Now pretend that

the goverment freezes all output prices by buying or selling the goods on

demand so as to match any change in the private sector's excess supply or

demand. The government releases one unit of one factor and acquires all

changes in net outputs. Since no incomes or prices have altered, both private

sector real incomes and consumptions of all goods including leisure must be

the same. Thus private sector real income is unchanged by the release of the

factor and simultaneous official absorption of the goods. This means that the

shadow price of the labor released must be just equal to the value at shadow

prices of the goods absorbed, and again our proposition holds.

Finally, pretend that the numbers of goods and factors are not

necessarily the same, and the government releases one unit of one factor of

production while absorbing increased net outputs at constant prices. If the

number of goods exceeds the number of factors, output levels will depend on

which bundle of goods the government buys while factor prices will be

frozen. Still, our proposition will hold regardless of which bundle of goods

the government stimulates production of by expanded net purchases.

If the number of factors exceeds the number of goods, output levels will

be determined solely by factor supplies and goods prices but factor prices and

real incomes will depend on factor supplies, which invalidates our

proposition. To restore it, we must assume that the government compensates

the private sector by adjusting the income tax or subsidy rates on each factor

so that after tax factor incomes are unchanged.1 Once this is done private

sector real incomes and consumption levels will be restored to their initial

1If factors are in inelastic supply and there is no problem in aggregating

households because a social welfare function exists as rationalized in one of

the ways discussed in Tower (1979), then all we need to do is adjust the

income tax so as to freeze total factor income to the whole economy.
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values, and again our proposition holds. This all leads to the following

conclusion.

The shadow price of a factor of production is equal to the sum of its

marginal net products, each valued at its shadow price, where the marginal net

products are calculated under the assumption that the government releases a

unit of the factor of production and adjusts its purchases and sales of goods

so as to freeze their prices,while simultaneously adjusting factor specific

income taxes and subsidies so as to leave after tax wage rates unchanged.

Finally, this proposition holds quite generally. For example production

functions need not be first degree homogeneous, factors need not be

inelastically supplied, and utility functions need not be independent.

Now let's reckon with the interindustry structure of production. Suppose

that the government's release of the factor causes the widget sector to

expand, which involves increased use of plastic. Then the factor's marginal

net product in widgets is positive and in plastic it is negative.

Alternatively, let's pretend that plastic is used in fixed proportions to

produce widgets. Then we can think of the widget sector as producing a basket

of two goods: widgets in positive quantities and plastic in negative

quantities. Unit value added at shadow prices is just the price of one such

basket, containing plus one widget and minus the plastic needed to produce

it.1 In this alternative framework we can think of the marginal net product

of labor in this sector as the extra number of baskets produced, and if all

goods are traded at fixed world prices, the shadow price of each basket would

simply be value added at world prices, and the conversion factor for the

basket (the ratio of the basket's shadow value to market value) would simply

1For more on this way of thinking about value added see Tower (1984, ch. IV).
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be l/[l+ERP], where ERP is the effective rate of protection. More generally,

it would be l/[l+ERPSP] where ERPSP is the proportional difference 
between

unit value added at domestic prices and at shadow prices.

Finally, it is possible to couch all of our analysis in terms of a

conversion factor. If a factor is paid the value of its marginal product,

when the government releases a unit of the factor to the private sector, 
the

sum of the marginal net products evaluated at market prices will equal 
the

value of the factor released. Then since the shadow price of the factor is

equal to the shadow price of its marginal net product vector, the conversion

factor for labor, i.e. the ratio of its shadow price to its market value will

equal the conversion factor for the vector of marginal net products of 
labor,

i.e. its shadow value divided by its market value.

3. Shadow Pricing Goods in Terms of the Shadow Prices of Other Goods and

Shadow Pricing Policy and Non-Policy Parameters in Terms of the Shadow

Prices of Goods

Suppose that we have already solved a general equilibrium model, 
so that

we have shadow prices for goods and factors at some level of aggregation.

But now suppose that we wish to evaluate a project which uses or produces

either a new good or else a narrowly defined good which we have not 
previously

shadow priced, and is not traded at fixed world prices, so it is difficult to

shadow price.

To shadow price this good, which we call the 0th good, we perform 
the

following conceptual experiment. Suppose the government meets all of the

demand forthcoming at some price incrementally below the market clearing 
price

which would prevail in the absence of government sales. Suppose also that the
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government pegs the prices of all other goods by offering to buy or sell

unlimited quantities at their initial market prices while keeping the

economy's real income at its initial level through adjustments in some sort of

tax, which need not be non-distorting.

The change in the real income of the private sector is by definition the

sum of the increases in the excess supplies of the various goods by the

government (where foreign exchange is one of the goods) with each evaluated at

its Little-Mirrlees shadow price , all times the shadow price of foreign

exchange in utility numeraire. But this change is zero. Thus, the shadow

price of the quantity of the 0th good supplied by the government must be equal

to the shadow price of the bundle of other goods (including foreign exchange)

bought by the government. Therefore we can shadow price the 0th good as

aED,
spo = _ X - * (1)

iO aQ0  i

where SPi is the shadow price of the ith good, Q0  is the autonomous change

in the quantity of the O'th good supplied by the government, EDi is the

private economy's excess demand for good i, aED i/go is the change in the

private sector's excess demand for good i per unit of good 0 supplied by the

government, holding domestic private sector real income and the prices of all

goods except good 0 constant, and the index i runs over all goods except good

0. The term ED, can be broken down into the consumption demand by the

domestic private sector minus the domestic private sector's supply plus the

1A Little-Mirrlees shadow price is a shadow price expressed in foreign
exchange numeraire. For a discussion of its relationship to the alternative
UNIDO shadow pricing technique which involves expressing shadow prices in
utility or real income numeraire, but which is not discussed in this paper
(although that is how we shadow price foreign exchange) see chapter 2 of Tower
(1984).
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excess demand by the foreign sector. In subsequent sections (III.5 - III.8)

of this chapter we draw implications of this breakdown.

Now let us consider the effects of an infinitesimal change of some

parameter, dP , be it either a policy parameter like a tariff or a quota or a

non-policy parameter like technology, foreign excess demand, or world price.

We define the (Little-Mirrlees) shadow price of a parameter as the amount of

foreign exchange which the government can absorb in conjunction with a unit

increase in the parameter and still leave private sector real income

unchanged. For this conceptual experiment we assume that the government holds

all goods prices fixed at their initial market clearing levels by being

willing to supply or demand unlimited quantities, and again, pretend that it

pegs real income by varying some sort of not necessarily non-distorting tax.

The change in real income is by definition the sum of the changes in official

excess supplies of the various goods plus the change in the parameter, all

evaluated at their Little-Mirrlees shadow prices and multiplied by the shadow

price of foreign exchange in utility numeraire. Since real income has not

changed, the shadow price of a change in the policy parameter must be just

equal to minus the sum of the changes in the private sector's excess demands

for the various goods (where again foreign exchange is one of the goods) each

evaluated at its shadow price. Thus we can write the shadow price of this

parameter change as

SPdP = -dP I SPiaEDi/aP (2)

where i runs over all goods and BED iBP is the change in the private

sector's excess demand for the ith good with respect to a unit change in the

parameter holding all goods prices and real income constant. In subsequent
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sections of this chapter (III.6 and III.7) we rewrite this expression and draw

implications.

4. Shadow Pricing a Good or Factor in Terms of Other Goods and Factors

It is possible to generalize some of the results of the preceding two

sections as follows. Suppose there are G goods, N factors of production, no

joint products, constant returns to scale and perfect competition. Then if we

know the prices for any set of N items, be they goods, factors or some

combination of the two, we can solve the G relationships between factor prices

and goods prices for the remaining G prices. With prices given, factor

proportions can now be determined. Then if we are given any G outputs, factor

supplies or combination of the two, we can solve the N factor demand equations

for the remaining N factor supplies, outputs or combination of the two.

Thus if the government pegs the prices of N items and the quantities of G

items, all N + G prices will be invariant with respect to any changes in the

pegged quantities. Also, all quantities will be determinate, meaning that all

shadow prices will be determinate (see Bertrand [1979]). This means that if

we wish to shadow price the 0th item (be it a factor or good) in terms of N

other items (be they factors, goods or some combination), we can imagine the

government to peg the prices of these N items by satisfying any excess demands

at initial market prices. Then when the government injects one unit of the

0th item into the economy it notes the excess supplies of the N items which

develop at constant prices, and the shadow price of the 0th item can be

calculated as the value of the excess supplies of the other items when

evaluated at their shadow prices.

Thus, if we have just as many factors of production as we have traded

goods it will always be possible to shadow price all of the factors of

production and hence all goods in terms of the set of traded goods. Moreover,
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it will frequently be worthwhile to specify a shadow pricing model so that it

has this property in order to be tractable.

5. Using Demand Side and Supply Side Conversion Factors to Shadow Price a

Non-Traded Good

Squire and van der Tak (1975, pp. 144-145) and Ray (1984, ch. 5) both

recommend shadow pricing a non-traded good as a weighted average of a supply

side and a demand side conversion factor where the weights depend on the

elasticities of demand for and supply of the non-traded good in question.

However, they don't explain why this is a legitimate procedure, or precisely

how to define the demand and supply elasticities or the demand and supply side

conversion factors, and it appears that the formulae are valid only when

quantities demanded and supplied of all other non-traded goods are fixed in

response to a small change in the government's excess demand for the non-

traded good.

In this section we use results from sections II.6, III.2 and III.3 to

demonstrate that the Squire-van der Tak-Ray formulae are legitimate even when

expenditure is shifted onto other non-traded goods by government purchase of a

unit of the particular non-traded good, and we define precisely what is meant

by the two conversion factors. Then in section III.6 we define a foreign

market conversion factor and show that it enables us to shadow price in a

still more general model where foreign excess demands and supplies for traded

commodities are interrelated.

Let us consider a closed economy, i.e. one where there is no foreign

trade. pi and pp are the prices of the ith good to consumers and producers.

These two prices are assumed to be linked by a constant ad valorem excise tax
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or subsidy, so Pi = pj where a ^ denotes a proportional change. In what

follows we denote this common proportional change simply as Pi. Suppose the

government offers to buy unlimited quantities of the 0th commodity at some

price incrementally greater than the initial market clearing price and at the

same time it pegs the prices of all other commodities at their initial market

clearing prices by standing ready to buy and sell unlimited quantities, while

leaving real income unchanged by adjusting non-distorting lump sum tax

rates. Clearly, since real income has not changed, the shadow price of the

quantity of the 0th good which the government purchased, must be equal to the

shadow price of the basket of all the goods which the government supplies net

to the private sector as a consequence of its purchases of good 0. The amount

of the 0th good acquired by the government, -QO , is [nTCo + eOXO]pO where

CO and XO are respectively the initial levels of demand and supply, ni > 0

is the compensated demand elasticity for good i and ei is the supply

elasticity of good i holding all other output prices constant.

The quantity of the ith good which the government must supply in return

is given by p0 [Cinio - XieiO] where C, and Xi are respectively consumption

demand and supply for i and nio and eiO are respectively the compensated

crossprice elasticity of demand and crossprice elasticity of supply of good i

with respect to good O's price.

Equating the shadow value of the good 0 absorbed to the shadow value of

the bundle supplied by the government yields

Po I [Cinio - Xieio ]SPi
SP - . (3)

0 [ )OCO + eoXo ]pO0 C

We define the demand side conversion factor for good 0, cdO, as the ratio

of the incremental consumption bundle containing all goods other than 0 valued
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at shadow prices to the reduced consumption of the 0th commodity valued at its

consumer price, pc. Thus,

i;o SPiCinriopo i_ o SPiCinio
cdO c (4)

d Pipgn0C 0p0  POnIOC 0

But since along a compensated demand curve E p dC, = 0 we have alternatively

cdO c (5)

i;O PiCi"iO

i.e., the ratio of the value of the incremental consumption bundle at shadow

prices divided by the value of the same bundle at consumer prices.

Similarly, the supply side converstion factor for good 0, cso, is defined

as the ratio of the incremental reduction of the output basket of all goods

other than 0 evaluated at shadow prices to the increase of output of the 0th

commodity evaluated at its producer price. Thus

iiO SPiXieio (6)
sO pOPe X(

Assuming that factors are paid their marginal products, the value at

producers' prices of increased production of 0 will equal the value of the

factors absorbed into 0 production, and this will equal the value at

producers' prices of reduced production of other goods. Thus, the denominator

of (6) can equally well be written as the reduction in the output of other

goods evaluated at producer prices, PP, so

i O SPiXieio
sO pPX e 7
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So the supply side conversion factor can be expressed as the ratio of the

value at shadow prices to the value at producer prices of the incremental

production bundle of "other" goods. It should be noted that in this thought

experiment, factor prices may be altering, so that eio is a general

equilibrium elasticity which reckons with any factor price changes generated

by the change in pp . Plugging (4) and (6) into (3) yields

p,Cc +p~eoX c

= 0 dO O so (8)0 00 + e0X

How might this formula be useful? If good 0 is narrowly defined, and we

have shadow prices for broad aggregates consisting of i = 1, ... , N which we

have derived from a general equilibrium model, this formula enables us to

shadow price good 0 without having to go back to insert more detail into our

general equilibrium calculation. Similarly, if good 0 is a new good not

previously shadow priced, the formula will enable us to shadow price it.

We have described one conceptual experiment for shadow pricing one good

in terms of others. But, in fact, other frameworks are feasible as well.

Suppose the government again uses purchases to raise po incrementally, while

simultaneously pegging other commodity prices at their initial levels by

supplying them on demand, but this time it pegs the price of intersectorally

mobile factors by supplying them on demand. In that case, it will need to

supply commodities only to meet the increased consumption and to supply only

the incremental factor bundle which is absorbed into sector 0, and again the

shadow price of the good 0 withdrawn will equal the shadow price of the bundle

of factors and other goods supplied. Note that if the prices of

intersectorally mobile factors would have changed in the previous conceptual
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experiment, then the supply elasticities for good 0 in the two conceptual

experiments must be different. Otherwise, they will be the same, and where

they are the same, the shadow price of the mobile factors drawn into sector 0

will be just equal to the shadow value of the forgone other output in the

previous conceptual experiment.

6. Using Demand Side, Supply Side and Foreign Market Conversion Factors to

Shadow Price a Good with a Variable World Price

The extension of this model to consider the case where good 0 is

internationally traded, but with variable world price, is straightforward.

Again we suppose that the government buys all that is supplied at a price

which is incrementally above the initial consumer price, but maintains all

other prices at their initial levels by meeting excess demands and supplies.

In this case, the government must end up buying

=Q [rnCO + e X0 + 0M 0 ]p (9)

where c* is the foreign elasticity of excess supply of the ith good and Mi is
i

the foreign excess supply of good i, i.e., home imports of it.

We define cdo and cso as before, but now we also need to define the

foreign trade conversion factor for the 0th commodity as the sum at shadow

prices of what foreigners require in other sectors per unit value of good 0

given up. Let pt be the world price of good i, Mi be home imports of i and

pit be defined as Midp*/dMi + p*, holding the prices of all other tradeables

constant, so this expression is simply the marginal rate of transformation of

good i into foreign exchange, Pi, at constant world prices for all other
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goods.' Then, when the government raises p8 by purchasing good 0, and

supplying unlimited quantities of all other goods at the same price as before,

it must lose goods to the foreign sector with a shadow value of

dP SiM/dpo P L.. M where a* is the elasticity of foreign-dp0  spip 0 i SP1O*iQ,i io

excess supply of the ith item with respect to the 0th world price. It must

also lose foreign exchange equal to pO{pOq-*MO + i;O p*,*M i}, i.e., the

increase in foreign exchange spent on good 0 plus that which is used up by

increased foreign excess supplies of other goods. Thus, the shadow value of

the package it gives up per unit value of increased imports of good zero,

which we define as the foreign exchange conversion factor, can be written as

pto*MO+ i io ( -P SPi)a 0mi

fO PO*M O (10)

Note that when the world price of all goods other than 0 is fixed by non-

shifting foreign excess demands

t -P* + -1f° p /p = p0/Ps = 1 + 0* 1 (10A)

Finally, in the special case where the foreign sector does no saving, no

foreign exchange will ever be accumulated, because the foreign sector will

spend all revenues it earns from the sale of good 0 on other goods. This

lIn general, the marginal rate of transformation of good 0 into foreign
exchange is given by

PO= iz Mjdp*/dM0 + P8

where dpt/dMO is the change in the world price of the ith good per

incremental unit of good 0 supplied by the foreign sector, holding
international trade in all other commodities fixed.
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means that (IOA) will reduce to

I SP o* M.
i So i iO i

Cf 0  O (1OB)

Since domestic real income is held fixed, the shadow price of the amount

of the 0th good purchased by the government is equal to the shadow price of

the bundle of other goods and foreign exchange sold by the government. Thus,

-SPQQ = Cf p*dM0 - cdOpOdCO + c pdX (11)

Using

dM a =a*Mp* dCo = -%COpO and dXo = eoXopo (IIA)
0 0 0p 0  dC -n p0  AO eXp

and equation (9), (11) can be rewritten as

SP = {POP%COcdO +peXc + PsaO°M° f° c /A° (12)

where i 0 CO + eOX0 + a*M .

Squire-van der Tak and Ray do not develop the idea of the foreign market

conversion factor. Instead, they deal with foreign exchange explicitly. But

that approach misses the essential symmetry which our approach highlights, and

their particular analysis is valid only when the cross price elasticity of

foreign excess supply of the ith good with respect to the 0th price is zero

for any good i which has an imperfectly elastic foreign excess supply.
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7. Shadow Pricing Policy Parameters in Terms of Other Shadow Prices

The logic of shadow pricing policy parameters is quite similar to that of

shadow pricing goods as discussed in Tower (1984) and earlier in this

chapter. As an example of how to use conversion factors to shadow price a

policy parameter let us consider an increase in To, the tariff on good 0.

This results in price adjustments which mean that no official purchases of the

good are undertaken. Hence:

0= Q po[%rCO + eOX0] + p*a*MO (13)
000

where

p0  (1 T )P (14)

so

pO T + Po (15)

where

T0 = dT0 /(l T0 (16)

Substituting (15) into (13) implies

p0 = o-M 0 To0 / (17)

and
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P*= -[ CO + eOXO]To/Ao (18)

whereA = TbCo + eOXO + °K °

Simultaneously, the government is assumed to fix real income through tax

policy and to peg the prices of all other goods at their initial values by

demanding or supplying them as needed along with adjusting the supply of

foreign exchange. The shadow price of a policy parameter is defined as the

amount of foreign exchange which the government must withdraw from the private

sector in response to a unit increase in the parameter in order to leave the

private sector's real income unchanged. Since real income has not changed,

the shadow price of the change in the policy parameter To must be just equal

to minus the shadow price of the basket of goods supplied by the government

minus the foreign exchange supplied by the government. Thus the shadow price

of a change in T denoted by T by is given by

SPTO = -cfOp*dMO - csoppdX +cdC (19)0 fP 0  0 s 0 0 dO 0 (9

which using (11A), (17) and (18) becomes

SPOTQ p* [no CO u e oO e X c (20)0 0 I cf 0 e. PO 1c CO cdO - PO OI0eM o/"

Note that when the economy is distortionless SP- T = 0 which is to be expected.

We leave it as an exercise for the reader to derive the analagous

expressions for changes in other policy parameters like import quotas,

consumption taxes, production subsidies, labor market distortions and

controlled prices.
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8. Shadow Pricing Autonomous Non-Policy Parameters in Terms of Other Shadow

Prices

The same approach that we have been using so far in this chapter can be

used to shadow price other parameters like the perceived degree of monopoly or

monopsony power, technology, foreign excess supplies or world prices. Let us

consider two examples.

First, suppose that there is a unit increase in the foreign excess supply

of the zeroth commodity, with no change in the foreign sector's excess demands

for other goods. If the government buys it up, there will be no change in

domestic welfare, so the shadow price of that parameter shift is simply equal

to the shadow price of the extra amount of the good supplied minus the foreign

exchange that the government used to buy it.

Second, suppose that there is a 1% increase in the exogenously determined

world price of good 0 with no change in foreign excess supplies of other

goods. This will divert domestic production from and consumption to other

goods and will cost the government foreign exchange equal to the increased

foreign exchange expenditure on the 0th commodity which may be either positive

or negative. Again our conceptual experiment is that the government uses

taxes to keep the private sector at the same level of real income and varies

excess demands and supplies of other goods to keep their prices pegged at

their initial values. Thus the shadow price of a change in the world price of

good 0 is given by

SPp* = -p*dM0 - c5 0 PodX0 + cdOpOdCO M dp

which drawing on (11A), dM + dXo = dC and =P =c = Po* yields0 0 dPo PO POp y e
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SPp° {[po pl]e X + [IPO + CdOPO] CO - M0p*}p* . (21)

Note that if the home economy is distortionless the first two terms disappear

and SPp* is just minus the increased cost of good 0 which the economy was

initially importing, which is to be expected.

9. Dealing with the Heterogeneity of Individual Consuming Units: An Example

Involving the Shadow Pricing of a Good in Terms of the Shadow Prices of

Other Goods

The basic logic of what we have already done in this chapter remains

unchanged even when we no longer permit ourselves to aggregate consumer

preferences as we have been doing so far. To illustrate this, we now proceed

to shadow price foreign exchange in terms of the shadow prices of goods and to

shadow price one good in terms of the shadow prices of others in a model with

disaggregated consumer preferences.

We will define the change in social real income, dy, or real income for

short, as the sum of the weighted changes in real income, dyi, of the two

price taking individuals comprising our economy, where the weights are the

distribution weights (6i) attached by the policymaker to the individual real

incomes. Thus,

dy = 1dy1 + 62dY2  (22)

We pretend that the government is able to vary only one shift parameter in the

income tax schedule, so that it cannot redistribute income at will between the
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two individuals. At constant product and factor prices a fraction a. of any

tax increase is collected from the jth individual. Thus

dy. = - ajdT (23)

where dT is the increase in taxes. Combining (22) and (23) indicates that the

change in real income will be

dy = - dT Z a.6. (24)

Thus the change in the quantity of the ith commodity or factor which the

government will need to supply is

Q= [(a,mi/pi) + (a2m /pc)]dT (25)

where mi is j's marginal propensity to spend on item i out of real income.

The cost to the government in foreign exchange numeraire, F , of this

increase in real income is the shadow price of the incremental bundle it

supplies. Thus defining the real income conversion factor for the jth

individual as

c = z miSP./pc (26)

we have

F = - dT E acc . (27)
j jy
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Combining (24) and (27) yields an expression for the shadow price of foreign

exchange in real income numeraire which is given by

dy/F = SPFX = (E a.61 )/(ct.c ) . (28)

Clearly when there is only one individual in the economy, with a distribution

weight of unity attached to his real income

dy/F = l/c1  (29)
y

which is the expression derived for the shadow price of foreign exchange in

chapter II. As before, the real income conversion factor, RICF, is just the

reciprocal of the shadow price of foreign exchange.

Now let's use this real income conversion factor along with the shadow

prices of goods to shadow price good 0. Suppose the government releases one

unit of good 0 and holds the prices of all other goods and factors constant by

demanding or supplying them as necessary, but this time the government makes

no attempt to hold real income constant. We can solve, using general

equilibrium elasticities of demand and supply, for the change in the 0th

price, dpo. The changes in individual real incomes are given by

dy= - Cdpo (30)

where Cd is j's initial consumption of good 0. Thus real income will have

risen by

dy = - i %C0dpo . (31)
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At the same time the government will find itself supplying an increased amount

of good i, where i > 0, given by

Q. = E (C /apC)dpC (32)1 1 0 0

The shadow value of this bundle is given by

SPB = E cd0PO(dCI/dpc)dpc (33)

where c dO is the conversion factor for expenditure diverted by the jth

individual from the 0th commodity or factor and dCj/dpc is the change in j's0 0

consumption of the 0th commodity per unit change in pc, holding all other

goods and factor prices constant, but allowing real income to vary. The

foreign exchange lost by the government in the process is given by

F = d(M p*) = M dp* pdM(34)00 00 0 pd 0

assuming for simplicity that the foreign demand for the ith good (i > 0) is

not affected by good O's price. The shadow price of the 0th good can now be

written as

SP( = RICF * dy - SPB - F (35)

where dy, SPB, F and RICF are given by (31), (33), (34) and the reciprocal of

(28), respectively.
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10. Shadow Pricing Several Interrelated Items at Once'

We have presented a technique for shadow pricing a single good 
in terms

of others. Does our approach generalize to the simultaneous shadow pricing of

several items whose demands and supplies are interrelated? The answer is yes,

and the generalization is straightforward. If we wish to shadow price N items

which may consist of some combination of goods, factors and parameters, we

need only write the N equations for each of the unknown shadow prices as in

111.2 and I11.3 in terms of the N-1 other unknown shadow prices and the M

known shadow prices. Then we simply solve the system of N simultaneous

equations for the N unknowns to simultaneously acquire all of the unknown

shadow prices. If N is small, the necessary matrix inversion can be done by

hand. Otherwise one would need to use a computer. Hiowever, even if N is

large and one can't find a computer there is still a way out.

So far we have been working mostly with supply and demand elasticities

constructed under the assumption that only one price varies. The alternative

is for the shadow pricer who only knows M shadow prices to 
perform the

following conceptual experiment. Imagine that the government withdraws one

unit of good 0 from the private sector, and pegs the prices of only the M

goods with known shadow prices, while letting the prices of 
the N goods with

unknown shadow prices vary, and while compensating the private sector. The

shadow price of good zero can then be calculated as the sum of the increased

excess demands for the M goods with known shadow prices, each weighted by its

shadow price. The only trick here is making reasonable guesses about values

for these general equilibrium elasticities. Since in most cases the

underlying partial equilibrium elasticities are likely to be 
guesses anyway,

1This section was written in response to a discussion with S. 
Devarajan.
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such a procedure may not introduce too much additional error.

It should be noted, that this approach, which is also advocated by Sieper

(1981), is another straightforward generalization of Ray's (1984) formula for

shadow pricing a non-traded good or good with variable world price in terms of

traded goods with fixed world prices. All we need to do is to recognize that

in the presence of other non-traded goods or goods with variable world prices,

the interrelation in question should be interpreted as the changes in the

compensated excess demands for the traded goods (with fixed world prices) per

unit change in the government's excess supply of the good in question, holding

the official supplies of all other goods without fixed world prices constant.

11. The Shadow Price of Foreign Exchange when the Adjustment Mechanism

Consists of Changes in Distorting Taxes

Suppose that we wish to shadow price foreign exchange, but since the

mechanism by which foreign exchange is injected into or withdrawn from the

economy involves changes in distorting taxes, we are unable to use the method

of section II.6. Is there an alternative? Yes, and it is analogous to the

method advocated there and earlier in this chapter.

If the adjustment mechanism consists of changes in selected taxes and

tariffs, we can imagine that the government pegs the prices of certain goods

in the face of these tax changes. Then the shadow price of foreign exchange

in utility numeraire will simply be the induced change in real income defined

as dy = Ep.dC. divided by the shadow value of the bundle of other goods which

the government must supply in order to peg those prices. However, in

performing these calculations, general equilibrium elasticities instead of

marginal propensities to spend must be used.

We conclude that shadow pricing foreign exchange, a factor, a commodity,
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or a parameter in terms of other shadow prices is a conceptually very simple

tool with far ranging applications.

12. A Note on the Choice of Numeraire and the Possibility of a 
Negative Shadow

Price of Foreign Exchange

The literature on shadow pricing has settled on using either of 
two

numeraires to shadow price. The Little-Mirrlees literature uses the amount of

foreign exchange which trades for one unit of domestic currency 
as its

numeraire; and the UNIDO (United Nations International Development

Organization) literature uses a unit of domestic real income as its

numeraire. However, the possible numeraires are unlimited. One could use any

good, factor of production, or policy parameter as numeraire, or any bundle of

goods and/or factors and/or policy parameters. In fact, in a closed economy

foreign exchange is no longer a possible numeraire, and the approach most

analogous to the Little-Mirrlees approach would be to use a good or factor 
or

some bundle as numeraire.

The problem with using any arbitrary good, factor or policy parameter as

numeraire is that its shadow price in real income numeraire may 
be negative,

and if this is the case, it would be a confusing numeraire to 
use. The shadow

price of foreign exchange in real income numeraire is likely to be positive

which makes it a more suitable numeraire. However, it should be noted that

Bhagwati, Brecher and Hatta (1984), Postlewaite and Webb (1984) 
and Yano

(1984) have all discovered cases where receipt of a transfer can immiserize 
a

country, i.e., lower its real income. That amounts to concluding that the

decumulation of foreign exchange may reduce a country's real 
income, which is

equivalent to concluding that the shadow price of foreign exchange 
may be

negative. Their arguments hinge on more than two countries or the existence
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of distortions. An additional way to get a negative shadow price of foreign

exchange would be to assume that the transfer was effected by an adjustment to

a distorting tax in the country in question. Thus, a negative shadow price of

foreign exchange is certainly a possibility.

Finally, if the transfer is effected by non-distorting taxes and

subsidies in the domestic economy, the shadow price of foreign exchange will

continue to be equal to the reciprocal of the sum of the values of the

domestic marginal propensities to spend evaluated at shadow prices, so the

shadow price of foreign exchange in utility numeraire will necessarily be

negative whenever the shadow prices of all goods with positive marginal

propensities to spend on them are negative and those with negative marginal

propensities are positive.



i
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Chapter IV

SHADOW PRICING IN AN ECONOMY WITH NO INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN THE

DEMANDS FOR NON TRADED GOODS AND TRADED GOODS WITH

VARIABLE WORLD PRICES, AND A FIXED EQUILIBRIUM WAGE RATE

1. Introduction

It is well known from Little-Mirrlees (1974) that the shadow prices of

goods which are tradeable at fixed world prices (with foreign exchange as the

numeriare) are simply their world prices, i.e. the amount of foreign exchange

that they trade for.1 However, shadow pricing goods with foreign excess

demands or supplies that are not perfectly elastic and non-traded goods or

non-traded factors of production is more complex. In this chapter we present

formulae for shadow pricing goods with imperfectly elastic foreign excess

demands, labor services and foreign exchange. Moreover, we tie this in

explicitly with the inter-industry nature of production, so in our resulting

expressions the implicit rate of value added subsidy plays an important role.

The procedure for deriving shadow prices of goods and non-traded goods in

a full fledged general equilibrium model with many distortions is laid out in

Tower (1984, Chapter II). However, to deal with all of the interrelations

considered there for an economy of more than two sectors, one would need to

calculate shadow prices by computer. In this chapter, we have made some

'This holds only so long as they are not subject to quantitative import or
export restrictions so that the fixity of world prices fixes their domestic
prices. When goods are subject to binding quantitative import or export
restrictions they are treated as non-traded goods since on the margin they are
non-traded. On this see Bhagwati and Srinivasan (1981).
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assumptions in order to drastically simplify the expressions for the shadow

prices.These assumptions follow.

There are three types of goods, traded goods subject to variable world

prices, traded goods with fixed world prices and non-traded goods. All goods

are produced with a constant returns to scale (CRS) production function which

uses intermediate goods and a value added aggregate in fixed proportions, and

the value added aggregate is a CRS aggregate of labor which is perfectly

mobile between industries and a sector specific factor of production which can

be some combination of land, other natural resources, buildings and machines,

but for simplicity we refer to as capital. Moreover labor and capital can be

used in variable proportions.
1

There are import and export tariffs and/or subsidies, no quotas, perfect

competition and no externalities. Finally we permit excise taxes on domestic

consumption, and differentials in the wages paid by various industries. Any

one of four stories may be used to explain why these differentials exist:

unions which bargain successfully for wage differentials, differential taxes

on value added, differential payroll taxes, or minimum wages expressed as

differentials between the wage paid in the ith industry and a standard wage

rate. Also, some industries are covered by minimum wages which are frozen in

units of foreign currency. Three restrictions give us enormous help in

keeping the analysis tractable. One is that except where noted no nontraded

goods or tradeable goods with variable world prices are used as intermediate

inputs domestically. The second is that, holding real income constant, the

domestic demand for each tradeable, non-tradeable or traded good with variable

world price depends solely on its price relative to a basket of goods which is

lAlternatively, as mentioned in chapter II, we may think of capital as an

intermediate input and treat the sector specific factor as labor with sector

specific skills and/or training and/or sector specific venture finance.
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traded at fixed world prices. The third assumption is that there is only one

good which is both traded at fixed world prices and whose value added is

produced with labor alone, which assures that the good in question is in

perfectly elastic supply so that when additional labor is required by other

sectors it is necessarily withdrawn from this sector.

Conceptually we imagine a fixed exchange rate and a flexible standard

domestic wage which maintains full employment, although the analysis applies

equally well to an economy with an inflexible standard wage and a flexible

exchange rate, with the results being precisely the same.

2. Deriving the Fundamental Equation of Shadow Pricing

In order to derive shadow prices we start with a variant of equation (16)

of section V.2 of Tower (1984), which in that paper is called the fundamental

equation. It is derived and explained intuitively in Tower (1984), so we will

only briefly derive it and define terms here. The one difference between this

derivation and the previous one is that in this derivation we allow for only

one intersectorally mobile factor, but do permit wage differentials between

sectors whereas in the previous one there were many intersectorally mobile

factors and no wage differentials.

Let us first define a reference price, pi, which for exportables is

simply the marginal revenue from selling abroad, p*[1 - (l/nt)], with n* > 0

being the elasticity of foreign excess demand, or for importables the marginal

expenditure necessary to secure one unit from abroad, p*[l + (/a*)], where

o* > 0 is the foreign elasticity of excess supply. Thus, for tradeables the

reference price is the rate at which the country can transform the good in

question into foreign exchange. For non-tradeables, (including goods which
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are subject to binding import or export quotas) Pi, is defined to be equal to

the price received by producers of the good p i. With these definitions we can

define the consumption distortion on good i as

C= [ P (1)

wlere pcis9 the price of the ith good to consumers.

Thus if i is a non-tradeable, Ti is simply the excise tax on its consump-

tion, while if i is traded at fixed world prices, Ti is simply the import

tariff or export subsidy for it is the proportion by which price to consumers

exceeds world price.

Unit disposable value added (where unit value added means value added per

unit of output) is vd. It is equal to gross unit value added vg reduced by

the value added tax, VATi:

vd = vg(l - VAT.). (2)

We define reference unit value added as unit value added at reference prices:

vi = Pi ajipi (3)

where aij is a physical input/output coefficient.

This enables us to define the value added distortion as

[vd d (4)

When there are no non-tradeables we define the effective rate of protec-

tion as
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ERPi = (V - v)/v (5)

where v'i is unit value added at world prices.
I

Thus when world prices are fixed and there are no tariffs Zi is the

explicit value added subsidy on good i, while if world prices are fixed and

there is no explicit value added tax or subsidy Z. is simply ERP., the effec-

tive rate of protection of the ith sector.

Therefore, Ti is the proportion by which the price of a good to consumers

exceeds its marginal rate of transformation into foreign exchange or else its

price to producers while Zi is the proportion by which the price of the

commodity basket produced by the ith sector (which contains inputs in negative

quantities) to producers in that sector exceeds its marginal rate of transfor-

mation into foreign exchange or else its price to domestic producers of the

various goods in the basket.

Since consumers are supposed to spend all income, the change in their

real income is given by the changes in their consumption, weighted by the

prices they face:

dy cdC.. (6)1i I

We define the exchange rate as unity,2 and the increase in the rate at

1Actually we do not need to assume that consumers spend all their income. If
savings is permitted we can redefine dy as the change in real expenditure and
the analysis of the paper is unchanged.

2This is the standard Little-Mirrlees (1974) device of defining a unit of
foreign exchange as a "border rupee," i.e. the amount that sells for a unit of
domestic currency.
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which foreign exchange reserves are used up is given by

F -pM. (7)

where Mi is net imports of the ith good. Thus if the ith good is exported Mi

is negative.

The change in the total net product of the economy, valued at reference

prices can be written either as the value of increased net output of each good

summed over all goods, E p dQC, or else as the value of a unit basket of goods
i

produced in each sector multiplied by the change in the number of baskets pro-

duced by that sector, I v.dX.. Thus

P dQi dX (8)

where Qi is net output of good i, i.e. gross output, Xi, minus the quantity of

the good used as intermediate inputs.

Let Qi be the autonomous increase in government sales of the ith good to

the private sector. Then commodity balance dictates for all i that

dMi dC. - Qi - dQi. Multiplying by pi, summing over all commodities and

substituting from (8) yields

idM Qi] - i iCX.. (9)

We pretend that the economy is competitive and there is only one mobile

factor of production, so

vddX = w dL (10)
ie ii

where
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wi = w(l + b.) (11)

bi is the proportion by which the wage in the ith sector, wi, exceeds the

reference wage w and Li is employment of labor, the only mobile factor, in the

ith sector.

Since there is full employment

T dL. = L (12)

where L is the autonomous reduction in government purchases of labor services.

Combining (10), (11) and (12) yields

d
v.dx.

I I -I 1 + b = wL. (13)

Combining (6), (7), (9) and (13) yields

d

dy - F [pc - Pi]dC, i [4* Vi]dx + p,Q+ wL. (14)

Defining

d

-bi = 1+b. - (15)

and substituting from (1) and (15) into (14) yields

dy -F TPpdC -i + dX i PiQi+ w. (16)
I 1 a g a i w i

If we pretend all goods are traded at fixed world prices and assume away
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wage differentials and taxes except tariffs, Ti becomes the ith import tariff

or export subsidy and zbi becomes the ith ERP. Then if we suppress the terms

in F, Q and L, (16) becomes Bertrand's (1972) equation (15).

Now let us define

+ = r./(1 i (17)

and

=* z /(I + z )(18)
bi bi bi

so that T4 is the consumption distortion on the ith good expressed as a

proportion of consumers' price and z*b is the value-added-cum-factor-market
bi

distortion expressed as a fraction of value added at prices to producers in

the ith sector. Now (1), (15), (17) and (18) can be used to rewrite (16) as

d
v.

dy - F = b 'r* p'dC. - z 1 dX. + ) PQ w (19)
i i+b. I

i 1 1 1

which using (10) and (11) can be expressed as

dy - FpdC, ' z bwdL + PQ + wL. (20)
i 1Q1

Equation (20) is our fundamental equation of shadow pricing and is used

throughout the monograph. We interpret it as follows. We assume that the

government uses some behind the scenes tax and subsidy policy to hold real

income (y) constant. Then holding real income constant, the amount of foreign

exchange which the government is able to save (-F) increases whenever consump-

tion is shifted from sectors with low consumption distortions to sectors with

high consumption distortions by the value of the consumption shift measured at
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consumer prices times the difference in the distortions in the two sectors.

Similarly foreign exchange savings rise by the value of labor shifted out of

high production-cum-labor-market-distortion sectors into low distortion

sectors by an amount equal to the value of labor shifted at reference wage

multiplied by the distortion differential. Thus foreign exchange is saved

whenever consumption is diverted toward more highly protected sectors and

labor is diverted from more highly protected sectors. Also, an autonomous

increase in the private sector's endowment of any good (or labor) causes

foreign exchange savings to rise by the endowment increase multiplied by the

good's reference price (or the wage rate) if we hold consumption and resource

allocation in distorted sectors constant. Clearly the right hand side of (20)

measures -F which is the foreign exchange saved by the authorities due to a

project which causes Qis, L, Ls and Cs to change combined with a tax cuim

subsidy policy which fixes y. Thus we can use this equation to calctilate the

shadow price of anything a la Little-Mirrlees as the extra foreigni exch;ange

which would be necessary for the goveranent to give up to compensate the

private sector for loss of one unit of the item.1 Finally, as mentionied

above, for more on the logic of equation (20) see Tower (1984, Ch. V).

As a postscript, it should be noted that there are a niumber of useful

forms that the fundamental equation of shadow pricing can take. For examlple,

'This is the same interpretation of shadow prices as used by Sieper (1980).
It is necessary to specify what we mean by compensation here. The easiest
assumption is to postulate that all members of the private sector have identi-
cal tastes and factor ownership, so that any economic change will effect all
equally. Alternatively we can assume that the government is able to
redistribute income costlessly and does so in such a way that it maximizes a
Bergsonian welfare function. Then the government instead of adjusting taxes
to keep everyone as well off as initially, makes adjustments which keep the
economy on the same social indifference curve, and the compensated demand
elasticities will be calculated with reference to the given social indiffer-
ence curve. On ways to rationalize social indifference curves see Tower
(1979).
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we can combine (6), (7), and (9), while supressing the Qi and assuming that

the government adjusts income taxes to keep real income, y, fixed in order to

yield

-F = E (pi-p )dCG + I v.dX.

where -F is the foreign exchange saved by the government. This implies, as

noted in chapter I, that we can express the shadow price of a factor of

production as the sum of the induced changes in net outputs valued at

reference prices plus the sum of changed consumption valued at differences

between consumer prices and reference prices, where these induced changes

follow from release of a unit of the factor services by the government and the

government has compensated the private sector, by varying income taxes. Here

our net outputs have been expressed as baskets of goods produced by each

sector as discussed in section (11.6), with the reference price being the

reference price of value added, but just as in (11.6) we could equally well

have disaggregated the value added basket into inputs and outputs and

evaluated each at their reference prices.1

lOur fundamental equation of shadow pricing has a number of antecedents in the

literature, besides Bertrand (1972). Smith's (1982) equation (25) is

virtually identical except that it does not allow for the interindustry

structure of production,it assumes that all goods are traded and it allows for

shifts in foreign excess demands. Also, see Sieper (1981), p. 26. An early

antecedent of this whole literature is Bhagwati, Ramaswami and Srinivasan

(1969).
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3. Deriving Shadow Prices of Goods and Labor

We break the N goods which are consumed domestically down into Nh goods

which are not traded at fixed world prices, which for short we will call home

goods and Nt goods which are traded at fixed world prices and we will call

traded goods. The class of home goods consists of non-traded goods and traded

goods with upward sloping foreign excess supply curves or downward sloping

foreign excess demand curves.

To make the analysis tractable we need to impose certain restrictions on

demand. The restriction that we select is that consumption of the ith traded

good depends only on the price of the ith home good given that real income and

the consumer price of the ith traded good are both held constant. Moreover,

the consumption of the ith home good depends only on its price, also holding

real income and traded goods prices constant.1 Denote the price of the ith

home good to consumers, producers and the world by hc hP and h* respectively,

where if the good is not traded at all h* is undefined, and denote consumptionI

of the ith home good by Hi. Denote the corresponding variables for the ith

traded good by wi, ITr, 7i and H.. Equation (6) combined with our restriction

on demand implies that for a given level of real income it must be true that

hcdHi + TrcdTi.= 0. (21)i i i I

Thus any reduction in consumption of the one good must be matched by an

increase of equal value in consumption of the other good.

1This amounts to postulating a utility function with no substitutability
between composite commodities, where the ith composite commodity is a variable
proportions combination of the ith home and the ith tradeable good.
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When specifying consumption demand for the ith tradeable good we define

that good as the composite of traded goods which substitutes in consumption

for the ith home good. Thus, while we will refer to it as a single good with

a single tariff, the reader can imagine that we are dealing with a composite

good. This means that the tariff on the ith tradeable which is used in the

analysis of consumption refers to a weighted average of the tariffs on the

relevant tradeables where the weights are calculated from the proportions of

expenditure that are diverted to the various tradeables when the price of the

ith home good rises.

While this assumption about the structure of demand seems very stringent

it is implicit in Ray (1984, Chapter 4) and also in much of the analysis of

Squire and van der Tak (1975), especially pp. 144 and 145.

For tractability sake we also need to impose restrictions on the supply

side. We choose to pretend that value added in sector 0 is produced using

labor alone and that the world price of good 0 and all of its inputs are

fixed. This means that sector 0 will have a perfectly elastic demand for

labor. We pretend that this is true in no other sector, which means that if

labor demand in some other sector increases, labor will be drawn from sector 0

to fill that demand. Thus we find it useful to write our full employment

condition as

dL0 + I dLi=L. (22)
i *0

Substituting (21) and (22) into (20) while holding y constant yields

ih [ hi i]dHi i* O bi O]wdL,i + PiQi w wOl . (23)
Since we a hodi y constant

Since we are holding y constant
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H. = i i (24)

where a hat, "'," denotes a proportional change and ni > 0 is the compensated

elasticity of demand for the ith home good.

Domestic supply of each good is

Ap

X EiPi (25)

where c. > 0 is the elasticity of supply of good i.11

Net exports, E, of each good are given by

E. n*p* (26)

where n*i > 0 is the foreign elasticity of excess demand for i and net exportsI

are exports minus imports.

Since by definition there are no quantitative restrictions on traded

goods and because all taxes and tariffs are ad valorem, P= p andh =h.

Moreover, when p* and h* are defined it is true that
1 1

P Pi Pt and h t i (27)

This enables us to write proportional price changes without superscripts when

1From equation (6') of chapter II of Tower (1984) ei = ai v I/[(1-vLI)6 il
where ai is the elasticity of substitution between labor and the fixed factor
in producing value added, vLi is the share of labor in disposable value added
and 6vi is the share of gross value added in output. It is also shown there
that ei = ei/O i where e is the elasticity of supply with respect to the wage
rate or as we Niscussed in the previous chapter with respect to the price of
value added.
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it suits us.

Commodity balance dictates

dHi + dEi =Qi + dXi (28)

Combining (24) - (28) implies

c-
= -Qi/Di (29)

where

Di = Hini + Xiei + Ei1 (30)

and these variables refer to the ith home good.

From equation (6) of chapter II of Tower (1983)

Xi =vLiLi (31)

where vLi is the share of labor in disposable value added in the production of

i.

Recognizing that disposable value added in sector i, Vi is given by

Vi = wiLi/vLi (32)

we can combine (25), (27), (31) and (32) to yield

w dL = ev pc (33)

i i i i i

Substituting this and (29) combined with (24) into (23) while remembering
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(11) and that the reference price of the ith tradeable is wi yields

-F = I ri* + w[l bO]
i

(34)

(T+*i- T*i)hiniHi + (z*i- zbO)eiV1 /(l + bi)

- -

where II and H are the changes in the private sector's endowments of the ith

tradeable and ith home good respectively, and Di refers to the ith home good.

4. Calculating Shadow Prices of Goods and Labor

Equation (34) gives us the information that we need to calculate shadow

prices. The coefficient of any variable with a bar over it gives us the

amount of foreign exchange which can be saved when one unit of the good in

question or factor is released by the government to the private sector, and

still leave the private sector as well off as before. This then is its shadow

price.

Reassuringly, the shadow prices of goods which are traded at fixed world

prices are given by those world prices. The reason for this is clear. If the

private sector is endowed with an extra unit of a traded good it will attempt

to trade it initially for foreign exchange which will then be used to purchase

a variety of goods. Before the private sector can spend it, the government is

assumed to tax this foreign exchange away from them, leaving the private

sector in precisely the same equilibrium as before but with governmental

reserves of foreign exchange augmented by the foreign exchange which the good

in question fetched on the world market.
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The shadow price of labor is simply w[l - ZbO]. Good 0 is tradeable and

uses only tradeable goods as intermediate inputs. Moreover, we define its

wage as the reference wage so by definition it has no labor market distortion.

This means that we can use (2), (4), (5) and (18) to obtain

z0
_* 0 (35)

bo 1 + z0

where

zo = (1 - VAT0)(1 + ERP0) - 1 (36)

and zi is defined in Tower (1984) chapter IV as the effective rate of value

added subsidy.

This calculation makes good sense. The shadow price of labor is simply

the amount of foreign exchange that one more unit of labor would earn, and

that is its wage reduced by the implicit subsidy to its use in sector 0, which

is the sector to which it would be allocated if additional labor supplies

become available. The reason that the formula for the shadow price of labor

is such a simple one is that additional units of labor are employed in

producing one good whose price is fixed, so that until labor's earnings are

spent no prices change, and then before those earnings can be spent the

government taxes them away. This leaves the private sector exactly as before,

but with the government richer by the amount of foreign exchange that the

additional labor has earned.

The complex expressions are the coefficients of the various Hi. These

coefficients indicate that the shadow price of each of those goods is equal to

its reference price with certain adjustments. Release of an additional

quantity of the ith home good to the private sector will lower its price and

divert consumption from competing tradeables into the good in question,
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thereby saving foreign exchange. But the foreign exchange saved will be less,

the more that consumption of this tradeable is implicitly taxed relative to

the home good. Similarly making more of the ith home good available to the

private sector will lower domestic production of the good and to the extent

that production of this good is implicitly subsidized to a lesser extent than

the activity into which factors are squeezed there is a further reduction in

foreign exchange saved. The demand effect will be more important relative to

the supply effect the larger is the demand elasticity relative to the supply

elasticity. In the limiting case of an infinite foreign elasticity of excess

demand Di approaches infinity and the shadow price of Hi is given by its

reference price, which is the world price and is to be expected. Finally, in

the special case when the domestic demand elasticity is large, i.e.

where n. >> ci ni the shadow price of the ith home good is

1 ~ 1

SPHI = h + [*- (37)
i i

and when the supply elasticity is large, i.e. ei >> ,ni n*, the shadow price

of the ith home good is

SPHI = h + (z* - + bO, = hi + (b - b*O)hp "Ob( ii b ~*)VbO ii vi bi) (8

where 0 d is the share of disposable value added in output of the ith homevi

good.

There is no conflict between this formula and those in Ray (1984) or the

formula for shadow pricing non-traded goods in Squire and van der Tak (1975,

p. 145). One apparent difference is not substantive: the other authors

simply choose to combine the elements making up the coefficient
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of Hi differently. In particular, they divide hi by Di. We have

broken hi out because conceptually it seems easiest to think of a shadow price

as being a reference price to which adjustments are added per our expressions.

We have tried to provide several services here. First we have stressed

the nature of the conceptual model that gives rise to these results. Second,

we have come to the conclusion that what is relevant for the shadow price

formulae is the compensated demand elasticity whereas the other authors were

not specific on this. Third we have dealt for the first time (except for

Pursell (1978)) with the problem of the input-output structure, and thereby

have shown how the concept of effective protection relates to the problem.1

Fourth, we have shown how to deal explicitly with factor market distortions,

value added taxes and consumption taxes on non-traded goods. Finally, both

the central project notes and Squire and van der Tak are unclear about how to

calcuLate, a, the supply price conversion factor. As we see from (34), (37),

(38) and Squire and van der Tak's (A24), in the special case where all private

sector consumers are identical Squire and van der Tak's a becomes

a h = hi + (z*i - o)ih/(1 b ) (39)

and their S becomes

5i hi + [Thi - T*i]h-. (40)

'Bertrand (1972; 1974) derives a special case of our fundamental equation of
shadow pricing which does use the ERP, but he does not combine it with
structural parameters to derive explicit expressions.
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5. Coping with Monopoly, Monopsony and Intermediate Inputs with Variable

World Prices

The formulae presented here can also be used to apply more generally than

in the circumstances considered so far. First, suppose that the producer of

some good perceives that he has monopoly power and therefore charges for his

value added some premium over cost of production. The analysis of this case

is just as before except that VAT in the formula should account for the

differential between gross and disposable value added due to the explicit

value added tax plus the monopoly mark up.

Similarly, if our producer perceives monopsony in his labor market (even

though in this model there is no monopsony power in fact) he could just aug-

ment the size of b to reflect the perceived difference between the marginal

expenditure on labor and the cost of the marginal worker as well as the actual

wage differential.

Finally, if a producer perceived that he has monopsony power in his

purchase of intermediate inputs he will charge himself an implicit tax on the

purchase of these goods which would enter the analysis just as an explicit

import tax. The only problem is that in the case of intermediate inputs whose

world prices are not fixed in order to keep the analysis simple it is

necessary to assume that the use of each such input is specific to a

particular sector and that no such good is produced or consumed at home.

Otherwise we are stuck with a messy matrix calculation.

In each of these three cases, one would also expect e, the elasticity

of supply to be lower than it would otherwise be.
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6. The Shadow Price of Foreign Exchange In Utility Numeraire

Suppose we are contemplating a project which generates a certain amount

of producers' and consumers' surplus evaluated at consumers' prices which we

denote by dy, as well as an amount of foreign exchange, -F. If dy and -F

have different signs it is necessary in some way to convert the real income

change into a foreign exchange savings. In order to do this it is necessary

to know how much real income it is necessary to give up in order to earn one

more unit of foreign exchange. This is what Warr (1980, p. 34) refers to as

"the shadow price of foreign exchange in utility numeraire" and what Bacha and

Taylor (1971) refer to as the second best shadow price of foreign exchange.

Denoting this shadow price by SPFX, we then evaluate the net benefit of the

project when measured in foreign exchange as

Net Benefit = dy/[SPFX] + (-F) (41)

and the project is beneficial if and only if this expression is positive.

We could have derived SPFX by allowing y to vary in our derivation of

(34) and then the coefficient of dy on the right hand side of (34) would have

indicated the gain in foreign exchange of raising real income by one unit.

Thus the reciprocal of this coefficient with reversed sign would be the

SPFX. This procedure is, however, a bit tedious and a waste of energy since

as Scott (1974) notes and we showed in section II it is just the reciprocal of

the sum of the conversion factors for each of the goods, each weighted by the

marginal propensity to spend on it. Note that in the special case where all

goods are traded at fixed world prices SP, = (1-t*)p,, where SPi is the

shadow price of good i, so since Emi = 1, (where mi is the marginal
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propensity to spend on i), reflecting that all income is spent

SPFX = - 1_c_ = 1 - 1 (42)

I (1-Ti*)pCMi/pi E (1TM 1-1 miTt*

which also appears in section V.5 of Tower (1984).
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Chapter V

SHADOW PRICING WHEN THE EQUILIBRIUM WAGE RATE IS VARIABLE

1. Introduction

The model of chapter IV assumed that one and only one sector had a

perfectly elastic demand for labor. In this section we do away with that

assumption and postulate that the demand for labor in each sector is downward

sloping. The cost of this is that the analysis becomes more complex although

as we shall see it is still manageable.

We use the same model as in the previous section except that we no longer

postulate the elasticity of supply of good zero, co, to be infinite. Also, we

continue to postulate a fixed exchange rate, but now we postulate labor's wage

to vary, except in those sectors where a binding minimum wage is assumed to be

in force.

2. Deriving Shadow Prices

Throughout the rest of the monograph whenever we reference one chapter's

equation from another chapter, we will preceed it with the chapter number.

Thus chapter IV's equation (20) is referenced as (IV20) from chapter V but

simply as (20) from chapter IV.

Combining (IV20), (IV21) and (IV24) with the assumption that real income

is kept constant yields

iT* niP Hihi ibiwdl,i + I + wL (1)
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where T*'* - T*
1 hi 7Ni

We define a dummy variable i which takes on a value of 1 in any sector where

wages are determined competitively i.e. by market forces and 0 for sectors

where minimum wages or union contracts which freeze the wage are binding. In

sectors where wages are not frozen we assume that bi is given so that w, = w.

Using this information plus equation (6') of chapter II of Tower (1984) we

have

= p- W (2)

which is analagous to (IV25) except that now market forces will allow wages to

vary.

Combining (2), (IV24), (IV26), (IV27) and (IV28) implies

Ac-

h ~-H +(3)i = -Oi'i + iw

where

i D 1/[Hini + XiEi + Ein] (4)

and

- ui6iXi i/Di (5)

Combining (2) with (IV13) yields

X vi[eipi - (piei 6i)w]/(1+bi) = wL. (6)i

Combining (3) and (6) yields
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w = YWL - ~ .. (7)
i

where

X = 1/ sV ~I/(1+b) > 0 (8)
1

eiVi ai/(l+b d

S. E.v B*/(l+b > 0 (9)
ii

and

p - i 0. (10)

Combining (3) and (7) yields

hi = -i[ywL + -Hi ai.. (11)

Combining (IV10) and (2) yields

widLi ViiPi. - P 8i V]. (12)

Combining (7), (10), (11) and (12) yields

w.dL. = e Va* [PwL + - cV a H . (13)
1. 1 i ii j J J i il

Finally combining (1), (11), (13) and (IV11) yields our equation for calcu-

lating shadow prices

-F = E wi*5i + w(1+X)L

XEV a. Zb + + V

+ ){.+ + ctjT~*n.hc?H. + ~Ibii 'lH (14)
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where

Y{t*ai iiHi + E * V a*/(l+b) (15)

As before the coefficients of the terms with bars over them indicate the

shadow prices of tradeables with fixed prices, fi', labor L and both non-

tradeables and traded goods with variable world prices, Hi. Then the shadow

price of foreign exchange in utility numeraire is simply the reciprocal of the

sum of these shadow prices each weighted by the marginal propensity to spend

on it. We leave it as an exercise for the reader to demonstrate that equa-

tions (14) and (15) collapse into (IV34) in the special case where E + -. No

new concepts emerge from (14) and (15) so no discussion is necessary.

Frequently it is probably appropriate to assume that wages will not vary so

that (IV34) will be appropriate. But (14) is presented in hopes that it will

be useful to project evaluators when a project is anticipated to influence

wages.
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Chapter VI

SHADOW PRICING WHEN THE DEMAND FOR EACH GOOD DEPENDS ON ITS

PRICE RELATIVE TO A SINGLE NON-TRADED GOOD

1. Introduction

In this chapter we extend the model explored in chapter II in several

additional directions. Chapter II's analysis had to be kept simple enough to

be amenable to geometric analysis. In this chapter we shed that constraint

and therefore are forced to use mathematics similar to that of the two pre-

ceeding sections. We assume that there are three types of goods: 1. traded

goods with fixed world prices, 2. traded goods subject to variable world

prices and nontraded goods subject to diminishing returns to the variable

factor, labor, and 3. a non-traded good which we will call services. Value

added in services is assumed to be produced using labor alone. All goods are

produced with a constant returns to scale (CRS) production function which uses

intermediate goods and value added in fixed proportions, and value added is a

CRS aggregate of labor which is perfectly mobile between industries and a

sector specific factor of production which can be some combination of land,

other natural resources, buildings and machines, but for simplicity we refer

to as capital. Moreover labor and capital can be used in variable

proportions. There are import and export tariffs and/or subsidies, no quotas,

perfect competition, no externalities, and excise taxes on the domestic

consumption of all goods plus labor services. Differentials exist in the

wages paid by various industries. As before, any one of four stories may be

used to explain why these differentials exist: unions which bargain
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successfully for wage differentials, differential taxes on value added,

differential payroll taxes, or minimum wages expressed as differentials

between the wage paid in the ith industry and a standard wage rate. Also,

some industries are covered by minimum wages which are frozen in units of

foreign currency. One restriction is that only traded goods with fixed world

prices are used as intermediate inputs domestically. Finally, we assume that,

holding real income constant, the domestic demand for each tradeable depends

solely on its price relative to non-traded services. This is the difference

between the model developed here and that in chapter V.

2. The Model

Our goal is to shadow price goods and labor with foreign exchange as the

numeraire. Then as discussed in chapter II it is an easy matter to obtain the

shadow price of foreign exchange in utility numeraire.

Our strategy is to develop the various equations which describe how

wages, prices, goods flows and factor flows depend on autonomous official

transfers (gifts or sales) of labor and goods to the private sector. Then we

plug these into the fundamental equation of shadow pricing to obtain our

shadow prices. We have from (V2) the domestic supply function for each good:

X =CP - ( 6 p £ e)w (1)

where Xi is domestic output, i is the elasticity of supply, pP is the price

of i to producers, and Ov is the share of gross value added in output. p is a

dummy variable which takes on a value of unity if the wage is sector i is

either market determined or differs from the standard wage by a constant
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proportion bi, and it takes on a value of zero if the wage in sector i is

fixed by a wage contract or a legal minimum. From (IV26) net exports of i,

Ei, are given by

E. =nfp* (2)

where n* > 0 is the compensated elasticity of foreign excess demand and p* is
1 

1

world price.

From (IV28) material balance dictates

dCG + dEi = Qi + dQi (3)

where Qi is the autonomous increase in government sales of good i to the

private sector, and Qi is the economy's net output of good i. We assume that

the exchange rate is permanently fixed at unity and that all taxes, tariffs

Ap -C

and subsidies are ad valorem. Thus p. = pi and assuming that the good is

traded so that p* is defined, the proportional changes in the producers',
1

consumers' and world price are all identical, so that in writing proportional

changes in prices we can dispense with superscripts and write

^c ^P ^ =
pi pP - = p. (4'

Pi i I 1

Services we label as good 0, and since value added in services is pro-

'p Aie' Snew

duced with labor alone e + C. Thus from (1) and (4), = Since we

assume that holding real income, y, constant, the demand for the ith good

depends on its price relative to services we have for i > 0
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c. = -n [pi - 'Jo w] (5)

where Ci is consumption of good i and ni is the compensated elasticity of

demand for it. We pretend that no good without a fixed world price is used as

an intermediate input. Thus for non-traded goods and goods with variable

world prices Qi = Xi which means for them (1) - (5) can be combined to yield

Pi wiw - aiQi (6)
where

i [ni VPo + ( + EjX. + niE ] (7)
and

ai = 1/[TIC + sxX. + niEi ]. (8)

We have defined (6) to hold only when n* < . But when ni* + -, we know from

the law of one price that pi = 0 so that both xi and ai in (6) must equal

zero. Equations (7) and (8) satisfy this constraint. Therefore, (6), (7) and

(8) apply even for commodities with fixed prices.

Equations (1) and (6) enable us to write

X. = -(eV )w - a.Ci.Q. (9)

where

e*= .i[i - (W/eY)]. (10)1 11

Equations (5) and (6) combine to yield

dCi = iCiw + riCicaiQi (11)
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where

Ti = ni P Ui- wi (12)

Combining (IVIO), (IV11) and Vi = Xvd where V and vi are respectively total

and unit disposable value added in sector i yields

d
vidX i ViXi

wd. ~= (13)
i 1+bi 1+bi

where bi is the proportion by which the wage in sector i exceeds the standard

wage, and Li is employment in the ith sector.

Combining (9) and (13) yields

viv
wdL [(e )W + ae (14)

Full employment dictates

dL0 + IdL. (15)

i*O 1

where L is the autonomous release of labor by the government to the private

sector. Our shadow prices are measured in quantities of foreign exchange

holding real income, y, constant. The definition of real income combined with

this constancy implies

dy = pcdCi + pcdCO = 0. (16)
i*0

Equations (11) and (16) combine to yield

pOdCo = - (nipiCiw + nipiC1 iQi)d (17)
i *0
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Since labor is the only input into value added in the zeroth sector

(1+b0 )w dL w 0L0
- - . (18)

pocdX p cx0 0 p0 0

Thus we can write

wdL =L cdX (19)0 0 0

where

L= 0w0 (20)

° (1+b )p ox

and e0 is the share of labor at reference wage in output evaluated at consumer

prices in the zeroth sector.

Combining (17) and (19) while recognizing that dCo = dXo yields

wdL = -0 I(niPiciw + ntPiCiciQi). (21)
i •0

Equations (14), (15) and (21) combine to yield

w = 8LL -i Q (22)
i #0

where

aL = w/6 (23)

i r0Lnipici + l+b1 ]ai/6 (24)

and

6 5 (O 1ipici + 1ib ) (25)

From (IV23) we know that the fundamental equation of shadow pricing is
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-F = I *pdCi (z*b - * O)wdb + Q + WL (26)

where

= - *(27)
10

and ri is the consumption distortion in the ith sector expressed as a fraction

of the price to consumers. In the particular model we are constructing in

this section assuming good i is traded, pi = (1 - *)P* and

c
p. = (1+t.)(1+e.)ptc where ti is the import tariff or export subsidy expressed

i 1 1 1

as a proportion of the world price and ei is the excise tax on domestic

consumption of good i expressed as a proportion of its domestic price. Thus

for a traded good

Pi i (1+t )(l+e )(1- n) 1
1 1 -1

pi (=+ti)(l+e 1 - (28)

c
and for a nontraded good pi = (1+t.)(1+e)p. so

= (l+ti)(l+ei)

1 (l+ti)(l+ed) (29)

which means that (28) continues to describe the distortion with n* set equal

to infinity.

For services

e0
To (30)
0Thu

Thus
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(1+t )(l+e )(1- 1 )-l - (1+e)
T 1 1 -1 - (31)
+e0  (1+t )(l+e )(1- I -

Substituting (22) into (11) and (14) and the result into (26) yields

-** - C --F = X . {n.p rCJ-[LL- E + n.P. iQi.i}
J J i 110

V.
- E (zbizbo){1+b (0*e)(O L + E 6Q.) Q acL.Q.} + wL + p.Q. (32)

bi 0 i. i L *•0

which can be rearranged to yield

-F = (1-k)wL

s:.V. e.V.
+ I 15i+aj[ E k (1+b + 30nip C i) + T'ip nPci + (Zbi ZbO)L+b I Qi (331•0 j•0 i + +i bO 1b 1 1  (3

where

E i n1p Ci + Z) -ii
Tlii i~ *b-0 l+b.

k =(34)

L- c E.i*Vi OV
T ei c~ + .-

E 0 i i i 1+b.

As before the coefficients of L and Qi are the shadow prices of labor and

goods in the model. We have achieved our goal. If there are no distortions

the shadow price of labor is w and of goods is pi which in this special case

is pi Pi =Pi

Equation (33) is somewhat intractable. However, in the special case

where all world prices are fixed, all goods are traded except services,
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services are produced using labor alone and there is no minimum wage in the

production of services we have a= = 0, n = and E* = c Pi so
i

I i nii ( i *Ii*bO) I-+bpie

k (35)

vi-si "iei

and the shadow price of the ith good simply becomes its reference price, Pi.
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Appendix A*

SOME COMMENTS ON CHAPTER 4 OF ANANDARUP RAY'S

ISSUES IN COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS ENTITLED

"VALUATION OF TRADED AND NONTRADED GOODS"

Anandarup Ray (1984) sets out rules for shadow pricing in project

evaluation. This appendix comments on selected paragraphs to help the reader

master them. When presenting rules for project evaluation it is important to

explain the logical bases for them, the conditions under which they apply

precisely, and the circumstances under which they are likely to produce ade-

quate approximations to the ideal rule. The need to explain the logical basis

for shadow prices has become increasingly apparent from recent contributions

(e.g. Blitzer, Dasgupta and Stiglitz (1981) and Bell and Devarajan (1983))

which have stressed that shadow prices depend on the adjustment mechanisms

that one postulates.

First Complete Paragraph on p. 51

As we know from the appendix to Squire and van der Tak (1975) it is

generally inappropriate to price traded goods with variable world prices at

marginal import cost or marginal revenue. This is a legitimate practice, how-

ever, if a change in the world price of the good has no impact on goods flows

within the domestic economy except for a change in the rate of growth of the

*Tower is the sole author of this appendix.
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government's foreign exchange reserves. This would be the case if private

sector participation in the market in question were subject to quantitative

controls with the quota rights auctioned off. Then clearly the opportunity

cost of official acquisition of one more unit of the good would simply be

marginal import cost or export revenue.

Paragraph Which Straddles pp. 51 and 52

It is important to understand why it is legitimate to shadow price a non-

traded good in perfectly elastic supply as the value at world prices of its

traded direct and indirect inputs plus the value at shadow prices of its

domestic primary factors. As Diamond-Mirrlees (1976) have noted, if a good is

produced with constant returns to scale technology, there is no difference

between withdrawing from the economy a unit of the good or the primary and

intermediate inputs which are used in producing one unit of the good. Thus

the shadow price of the former must equal the value at shadow prices of the

latter, and in this way non-traded goods can be shadow priced as the value at

world prices of traded goods used directly and indirectly in their production

plus the shadow prices of primary factors of production used directly and

indirectly in their production. Moreover this is true regardless of whether

the good in question is in perfectly elastic supply.

If one wished to deal with the issue of shadow pricing primary factors

here, it could be noted that under the maintained assumption of fixed product

prices, so long as there are no more factors than goods, factor prices will be

fixed as well. This means that the private sector will make the same income

and face the same prices as before even after a change in factor supplies, so

that private sector expenditure on each traded and non-traded good will be



unchanged as will private sector real income. Thus if there are more

tradeable goods than primary factors of production when a primary factor is

withdrawn from private sector production to produce an input for a project,

there will be an alteration in the production of various tradeable goods, but

no change in the production of non-tradeables. Since domestic expenditure on

each good is fixed, these changed production levels will be matched perfectly

by changed imports or exports, and the changes in official foreign exchange

reserves and hence the shadow price of the primary factor in question will be

given by the sum of the changes in this production evaluated at world

prices. Thus if we know that all of a particular factor is withdrawn from

production of a particular tradeable and that it is the only primary factor

employed there, it is an easy matter to calculate its shadow price, but in

general making such calculations is more complex since generally more than one

primary factor combine to produce each tradeable. For further discussion of

how to perform such calculations see Srinivasan and Bhagwati (1978) and Tower

(1984, chapter VI).

First Complete Paragraph on p. 52

In this paragraph it is noted that a good which is in inelastic supply

can be shadow priced as follows: its shadow price should be equal to the

value at shadow prices of the goods onto which expenditure is diverted when

the government withdraws one unit of the good from the private sector.

The reader should understand why this is a legitimate method. What sort

of tax policy is accompanying the official withdrawal of the good in question

from the economy? Are we working with Marshallian, compensated or general

equilibrium demand curves?
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I interpret the implicit logic of this paragraph as follows. Pretend

that the government levies lump sum taxes or subsidies so as to leave each

individual as well off as before it purchased the non-traded good in question.

This means that we will be concerned solely with movements along the

compensated demand curve. It also means that the sole cost to the economy

will be the foreign exchange cost which (assuming fixed world prices) will be

equal to the increase in net imports evaluated at foreign currency prices. If

demand for all non-traded goods and traded goods with variable world prices is

unchanged, the output of all goods will be fixed and the foreign exchange cost

can be calculated as the value of increased expenditure on the various traded

goods multiplied by the conversion factor for each traded good. Thus we have

expressed the cost of acquiring a unit of the non-traded good as a foreign

exchange loss, and consequently this foreign exchange loss is its shadow

price.

First Paragraph on p. 53

This paragraph implicitly assumes that there is only one non-traded good

or that the demands for and supplies of all other non-traded goods are inde-

pendent of government acquisition of the non-traded good in question. Also N

implicitly refers to the compensated demand elasticity. One way to understand

this paragraph is to recognize that the shadow price of the non-traded good is

equal to the extra foreign exchange used to keep the private sector at the

same level of welfare as before, and then to note that in the special case

where our non-traded good substitutes in consumption for a batch of traded

goods only and in production for some other batch of traded goods, the formula

provided indicates the extra amount of foreign exchange used. This formula is
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usable only under the very restrictive assumptions mentioned above, and

consequently its limited usefulness should be emphasized along with the

conceptual nature of how we are shadow pricing everything as its opportunity

cost in foreign exchange, because this latter is important for understanding

the meaning of a conversion factor.

Second Paragraph on p. 53

The shadow price of an exportable is not marginal export revenue except

when the world price is fixed or domestic excess supply is perfectly

inelastic.

Chapter 4's Appendix B

It should be emphasized that all of these formulae assume that all goods

are traded at fixed world prices except for the one good in question. More-

over the E in (1+E)f 1 in equation (4.2a) should be t.

The implicit model in this annex is the following. There is a represen-

tative resident of the country and the government adjusts taxes and subsidies

to maintain him at a given level of welfare. Then each item is shadow priced

as the amount of foreign exchange required to maintain welfare at the same

level after withdrawal of one unit of the item in question from the private

sector. Since welfare never changes, the demand elasticity in question must

be a compensated one, in both the derivation of shadow prices of goods which

are traded at variable world prices and also non-traded goods.
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Appendix B*

NOTES ON SQUIRE AND VAN DER TAK'S (1975, pp. 144-145) FORMULAE FOR SHADOW

PRICING EXPORTABLES WITH VARIABLE WORLD PRICES AND NON TRADEABLES

The formulae on page 144 and 145 of Squire and van der Tak are deceptive-

ly simple, because interpreting some of the terms in them is tricky. The nd

in these expressions is neither a Marshallian nor a compensated demand

elasticity. It is the percentage change in quantity demanded per percentage

change in price given that real and nominal incomes of producers and real

incomes of consumers are altering in response to the price changes in

question. Thus it is a general euilibrium elasticity. Similarly, the

81 and a2 reflect the changes in purchases of the traded commodities due to

compensated price changes and the changes in real incomes generated by these

price changes. These 6's then are different from Ray's (1984, ch.4) 5

which reflects the changes in the purchases of tradeables due to a compensated

price change. To derive nd' a1 and 62 from the underlying compensated

demand elasticities, marginal propensities to spend, and tariffs is a problem

which is not conceptually difficult, but has been brushed over in these

derivations. To highlight the differences in the two approaches we now derive

from the others.

Pretend that all goods except for the nontraded good in question are

traded at fixed world prices with ti being the advalorem import tariff or

export subsidy attached to the ith traded good and pi being the domestic

price. Let CN be initial consumption of the nontradeable. An increase in the

*Tower is the sole author of this appendix.
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price of the non-tradeable of dpN causes consumers' real income to rise by

dy = -C dp (assuming no consumers are also producers) and if consumers had

been compensated, their expenditure on other goods would have risen by
N c N N c' p.dCi = -p dC ri C dp , where n is the compensated elasticity of demandii N

for the non-tradeable and the I throughout our analysis runs over the traded

goods only.

Define ay as E m /(l+t.) where mi is the marginal propensity to spend out

of income on the ith traded good and ti is the ad valorem import tariff or

export subsidy on it. Note incidentally that if all ti = ° Y = I - m Nwhere

mN is the marginal propensity to spend on the non-traded good. Also define

c as

I P(dC /dp N)/(l+t)

E P(dC /dp N

where dC./dpN is the change in consumption of the ith good per unit change in1

the price of the non-traded good along a compensated demand curve. This means

that the change in foreign exchange used up can be written as

[-ay + ncac]C NdpN. (2)

Squire and van der Tak's notation for the same term is

al(nd- l)CN dp N. (3)

where since we are analyzing consumers of the good who don't produce any of it

themselves, the nd is a Marshallian elasticity. Thus (nd-l)C dp is the

extra amount of money that consumers have to spend on traded goods. The

c NSlutsky decomposition enables us to write n d as ni = rn + m . Thus we can
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solve for Squire and van der Tak's B1 as

nC+ N ' (4)

where S is the consumption conversion factor used in Ray (1984). Note that

when the m's in y are proportional to the pidCi/dpN in B ,

and ac will be identical. However, in general they will be different.

Finally note from section II that ey is not the reciprocal of the shadow price

of foreign exchange except in the special case where the marginal propensity

to consume the non traded good is zero.
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Appendix C*

ON TERRY A. POWERS' (ed.) ESTIMATING ACCOUNTING

PRICES FOR PROJECT APPRAISAL

This volume (Powers 1981) consists of three chapters which outline the

techniques used to calculate accounting prices followed by four case studies

which apply these methods to various countries. The problem is that the

volume is very difficult to understand because the conceptual general

equilibrium model underlying the fundamental logic behind the calculations is

not explained. We are given rules for calculating accounting price ratios,

but the assumptions about the economy for which these rules are appropriate

are not explained. Consequently it is difficult to determine whether the

logical basis for these calculations is sound. The difficulty is that there

is virtually always some assumption that will justify any calculation.

For example, one finds oneself asking questions raised in Srinivasan and

Bhagwati (1978), Bertrand (1979), and Bhagwati and Wan (1979), but these are

not addressed in the volume.

Much of the logic behind the derivation of accounting prices relies on

Diamond and Mirrlees (1976) but this piece is not cited. For example, the

fact that the shadow price of a unit of output is equal to the sum of the

values at shadow prices of the inputs necessary to produce it holds only when

the production process is first degree homogeneous, and in that circumstance

there is a compelling rationale for this result. However we are not told

about the restriction on the Diamond-Mirrlees result.

*Tower is the sole author of this appendix.
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In much of the analysis it appears that Powers assumes that labor is the

only primary input, because he does not recognize that if there is more than

one primary factor, when labor is removed from a sector, excess supplies of

other primary factors will be created which will need to be absorbed else-

where, as in Srinivasan and Bhagwati (1978). However, it is difficult to tell

whether he is making that assumption or being inconsistent.

Accounting prices, like any product of second best welfare analysis are

very sensitive to the particular adjustment mechanisms assumed. It is

essential to indicate the relationships which are being assumed in the presen-

tation of shadow price calculations.

What we need is simple logically consistent general equilibrium models

for calculating shadow prices, rather than ad hoc rules. From the very

simplest models simple rules do emerge, but these have a clear cut logical

foundation.1

'There is much to be said for employing a model like that of Jenkins and Kuo

(1983) which is a very straight forward general equilibrium model with fixed

stocks of resources, labor and capital and allows for differences between

goods produced by domestic and foreign firms.
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Appendix D

SHADOW PRICING IN AN ECONOMY WITH A UNIVERSAL

MINIMUM WAGE AND UNEMPLOYMENT

In the text's development of shadow price expressions we have avoided the

use of matrix methods. This seems sensible in order to foster an intuitive

understanding of the issues involved and to provide frameworks for back of the

envelope calculations. However this does impose limits on the degree of

complexity of the models that one can build. In this appendix and the next we

use matrix methods to derive shadow prices as an indication of the sorts of

calculation that can potentially be performed. In this appendix we consider

an economy with a universal minimum wage and unemployment while in the next we

postulate full employment.

The commodity balance condition is

dC = dQ - d Q (1)

where [4 O] is a column vector, the top T elements of which refer to the

changes in net exports of the T traded goods, and the bottom H elements of

which are zeros and refer to the H non-traded or home goods. Also, Q is a (1

x N) column vector of autonomous increases in endowments of the N goods

consumed.

We assume fixed world prices so that the balance of payments equilibrium is

defined by

p*'dE + F = 0 (2)
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where p* is a column vector of world prices and a prime denotes a transpose.

Each good is produced with a first degree homogeneous production function

that combines intermediate inputs and a value-added aggregate in fixed propor-

tions, where the value-added aggregate is a first degree homogeneous function

of labor, which is mobile between industries, and a fixed factor, taken to be

land or capital. Moreover labor and the fixed factor are substitutable for

one another in producing the value-added aggregate.

Net output, Q, is related to gross output X, by

dQ = [I - A]dX (3)

where Q and X are the (N x 1) column vectors of net and gross outputs and A is

the domestic physical input/output matrix.

A minimum wage is assumed to prevail in all industries, and some labor is

unemployed. Thus, with a frozen wage rate equation 7 from chapter II of Tower

(1984) becomes

I - ']P - [1]e dX = 0 (4)

where p is the (N x 1) column vector of proportional changes in domestic

prices and we have ignored excise taxes here, so Pi is the price of i to both

domestic producers and consumers, 0' is the transpose of e which is the matrix

made up of 0ij which is the share of good i in the production of j in the ini-

tial equilibrium, and [I]D is the diagonal matrix of 1 where £ is the

elasticity of the supply of output with respect to its own price.

We write the demand functions as
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dC = Sp + (m/p)dy (5)

where 6 is the N x N matrix of pure substitution terms, with the ijth being

n.ijC Cwhere nii is the compensated elasticity of demand for the ith good with

respect to the jth price, m/p is the N x 1 column vector of marginal propensi-

ties to consume out of real income and dy is the change in real income,

defined so that at initial prices real and nominal incomes are identical.

Since world prices and trade taxes and subsidies are fixed the domestic

prices of the T tradeables are fixed. Thus we can write

0 (6)
h

where 0 is a (T x 1) column vector of O's and h is the (H x 1) column vector

of proportional changes in non-traded (home) goods prices.

In order to shadow price the economy's goods with the foreign exchange

numeraire we constrain dy to equal zero and solve for -F as a linear function

of Q. The coefficient of Qi then gives the savings in foreign exchange which

making available one more unit of Qi would permit, if real income is to be

left unchanged, which we can interpret as the shadow price of Qi. This is the

technique we now proceed to use.

Combining (3) and (4) yields

dQ = p (7)

where IF = [I - A][eX] [I - i'].

Combining (1), (5), (6) and (7) with
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dy = 0 (7')

yields

0] = d + Q (8)
h0

where = - = [IT* *T...]
"H * HH

with "TH having dimensions T x H

and 4HH having dimensions H x H.

Equation (8) can be rewitten as

"THh = -dE + QT (9)

and

" HHh = QH (10)

where QT and QH are the autonomous increases in endowments of the various

tradeable and non-tradeable goods respectively, so that

Q= (11)

Solving (10) for h and substituting into (9) yields

dE = - +Q (12)

which is substituted into (2) to yield

F = P*{[ QH] (13)
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There are several points of interest which emerge from (13). One is that

the shadow price of the ith tradeable is simply its world price. A second is

that to calculate the shadow prices of the various non-tradeables, i.e. each

conversion factor, we need to know all of the elements of T as well as the

last H columns of S. In other words, we need to know all physical input/output

coefficients, the shares of all intermediate inputs and value-addeds in the

production of each good and all initial gross outputs. Also, we need to know

all initial consumption levels as well as the compensated partial elasticity

of demand for each good with respect to the price of each non-traded good.

Finally, shadow pricing labor was no problem in this model since perpetual

unemployment constrained it to be equal to zero.
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Appendix E

SHADOW PRICING IN A FULLY EMPLOYED ECONOMY

As a final exercise, we find the shadow prices of goods, foreign exchange

and labor when a flexible wage rate enables labor to be employed continually.

Our model consists of the equations used in the previous section except that

equation 7 from chapter II of Tower (1984) leads us to replace (D4) with

[I- e']p - e w e [X]DdX = 0 (1)

where 0v is a (N x 1) column vector of the shares of value added in output and

w is the proportional change in the economy-wide wage rate. Also from

equation 6 of chapter II of Tower (1984)

D
dQ = X dL (2)

where X is an (N x N) diagonal matrix with the i, ith element equal to

XivLi
iLi
L.

where

vLi is the share of labor in value added in industry i

Li is labor in industry i and

dL is the (N x 1) column vector of changes in labor allocated to the

various industries.

Finally, full employment dictates
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UdL L (3)

where L is the autonomous increase in the supply of labor services and U is a

1 x N row vector of l's.

Combining (D3) and (1) yields

dQ = Yp + QW (4)

where T is defined in (D7), n = -[I - A]eXO and eXO is an N x 1 column

vector. Combining (D), (D5), (D6), (D7') and (4) yields

0 E + = + Q (5)
h

where q is defined in (D8). Combining (2) with (4) and (D6) yields

U(A + s) w = XDdL. (6)
h

Equations (3) and (6) combine to yield

-ID 0 A L.(7u(x ) [I'[.A.] + =L 7
h

Equation (5) can be rewritten as

"THh -dE + QT + 5TW (8)

plus

"HHh QH + QHw (9)

wrTwhere a = In** ] -
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Solving (9) and substituting it into (7) yields

w = a{L + blQH} (10)

where a = [U(J ) 1 HHH% +

-iDX -1

b, =-U( H ) H 1 and
1 ~HH

TH is the matrix of the H right-hand columns of T.

Substituting this back into (9) yields

h = b2QH + b3L (11)

where b -1 (1 + aab ) d
2 ~HH +%t n

b -103 ~HHI

Then substituting (10) and (11) into (8) to solve for dE, and substituting the

result into (D2) yields

- p*'[b4 + b5L Q T] (12)

where b4 = THb2 - Tab 1 and

b5 = THb3 aT
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The only readily apparent conclusion that emerges from (12) is the useful

check that again, the shadow price of the ith tradeable with the price of

foreign exchange as the numeraire is simply its world price. While the

derivation in this case was somewhat more complex than in the previous one, it

was still manageable and presented no conceptual difficulties.
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